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Phy(:lica in recent years has·experienced a decrease in enrollment 
0..4) and a loss of some of the prest:Lge t;hat should be associated with a 
science most bas:lc to the study of lI\an. Ernest C. Pollard (32) all1,1des 
to the growing alienatj,on between science and society and suggests that 
many of the students are in physics cbsses onl,y because, in some way, 
Deans and, others in curric1,1l.um planning groups feel that a physics re ... 
quirement ia commensu:i:-ate with a liberal education. The physics pro ... 
fession' must,,sure:ty share the' blame £or P,ot having created courses 
viewed by students and other members of the academic and nonacademic' 
community as relevant to college education, 
Backgrou,nd for the Study 
This study had as :its goal the development of an approach to the 
teaching of introductory phys;Lcs, for the student who :i.s a nonphysics 
major and in most cases a nonscience major. 
In the introduction to "The Proceedings of the Boulder Conference 
on Physics for Nonscience Majora," (10), It was pointed out that intr9 .. 
ductory courses tended to go to one of two e~tx-emes, firat were the 
cou1;ses in which the instrl,lctors inai$t that the topics and techniques 
which prove suitable for acience majors are the best for the entire 
student body~ and arguing that if some individuals were not prepared 
1 
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mathe'fll.atically and psychologically for the rigors of the course, that 
tl:i.is was the student's probl~m. At the other extreme. are many physicbts · 
who feel that it is unrealiatic to expect nonsc;i.ence majors to.cope wit;h 
the basic concepts of physics, and offer them a di1u.ted science survey 
instead, Neither ci.pproach appears suitable for the non$cience student, 
A compromise between these two exttemes ;ts assuredly ealleq for. 
Perhaps even more than a comprqmise is available if, in attempting to 
$olve the problem of better physics ·teaching and l.earning, one btings 
into play ipformation on teaching and learning garnered by researchers ... 
in educational psycholpgy. 
+he study of phys_ics involve$, many basic cori.<;tepts which are rel;ldily 
introduced, $tudied, and confirmed· through observation and mapipula,t:;i.c;m ·. 
of objects ari.d systems, i:lS well as through reading and lecture presenta...., 
tion, These basic:ideas do not have to be,approached at a h:i,ghly sophis-
ticated mathematic;:al level nor in a watered down ti:lshion .if ,pace and 
teaching format are matched to the student's c~pacity tor 11:;!arning. 
Jerome Brl\ner (6) in The··Prooess of Education, represents the pt;'oblem 
~ .. ,, ~. ' 
as two-fold: First, how to have the basic:subjects rewritten and theil\' 
teac;hing materials revamped in .. such a way that, the pervading and power-
ful, ideas and .attitudes c;:ontained .therein are given a centra,l role; 
second, how to match the J,.evels of the materials to the capacities of .. 
students of different abilities at different grades in school~ 
In the 1';)63 Report of the Commission .on College Physic$ (9), the 
suggestion is made·that one 111,ust proceed in teacl:ling as he doei,;,in ex-
pe;i:-imental ,physics; .measuring inst1:,"uments .must be devel.opecl collatera;J.ly 
wi,th the study of the .learning process. Tqis -necessitates cooperation 
bet.ween the. physical scientists and· educat:;i'.onal psycholog:Lsts. 
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In this stt.1dy.a cybernetic model of The-Behaving; and Leal;'i;ting Cycle 
devel,oped by Asahel D. Woodrut";e (40) an educational psychologist,· wtll 
be used to describe the learning process within the student, This a:J,so 
specifies the.conditions to be met by a.model of instrucUon which in 
turn will be used in one section of ari introductory physics course. 
Conce:etuall?hysics (2) was selected as a tex:tbook for Descriptive 
Physics because it was a new text'designed for a one semester cou;i:-se in 
intt:odu,ctory physics. Too, it had as :one.of Hs stated. aims the pre-
sentation of physics pri.nciples on a conceptual rather than a mathe.-
matical level. This is consistent with Bruner's suggestion that the 
materi.al match the capacity of the stµdent, which in introductory physics 
does not in.elude, mathem1;1tical scrphistication, 
Statement of the Problem 
The major goal was· to.devel,op an appr9acl). to the teaching of intro-
ductory physics based on a.cybernetic IIlQdel of The·Behavi1:1g and Learning 
Cycle. To determine its effectiveness it will be necessary to· measute 
the infltience of. this approaqh on the student's gain in knowledge 
(cognitive effect), his final attitudes toward the oour,se (affective 
response), and to determine any relationship between his educational 
background and 'his s,1,1ccess in the course. 
Significance of the Study 
E. Leonc1.rd Jossem (26), Chairman of the Commission ori Coll.ege 
Physics, in the 19 68 iii.port of the Commission, sugges te.d during a dis-
cussion of curriculum change and improvement, that apparently successful 
answer!;! to cµrriculum problems were ofte,n localized and temHora:i;-y in 
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their applications; and that eac.h new gene.ration, seemed to require new 
answers in its own.terms.· He stat~d, "We su;ffer from having no coherent· 
theory of instruction t9 invoke, and a13 a re13ult in all too i,nany ca13es -
we.do not know whether.what.we are doing is.effective," 
John Fowler (20), Director of .the Commission on Co+lege Physics, in 
an address given at _a national conference µrged that: 
We approach our teaching as we do a 1;esea:pch problem, 
In research, if 01,1.r, investigatiori-s -- are experimental, they are 
based on existing theory, or if theoretical, on e~istin,g data. 
We _decide on an objective, and usual.ly try for an easily mea-
sured yes .... no effect; there is polarization or tl:iere is none; 
there.is a resonance or there is not one, We make estimates-, 
of the size of the effect we are looking for and choose our 
techniques accordingly. We try to isolate the effects we 
are looking for and qhange cqndi tions. to ave1;1:1,ge out other -
possible contributions, . We require, the lates.t · and 'best in 
methods and instrumentation, we worry over. precis.ion, estimate· 
our errors and state tqe uncertainty in our results._ We try 
each·step of the way to know what we want to do and to deter ... 
mine whethe:i;- we are doing.it: 
Teaching and instructfon in physics is admittedly more 
complex and less easy to quantify than researchi But it is 
as mu.ch a part of our profession, And we should approach it 
as physicists. 
The current study was based on a theoretical model of a Beh~ving 
and Learning Cycle and the constraints this offers when developil'l.g a 
model for teac.hing behavior. Such models ·can furnish a source of 
hypqtheses, through. which relevant data can be ordered, and which can be . 
subjected to empirical test, 
A ·study of this_ type may offer a modest beginning in the attempt 
to apply research methods which have -been successful in physics, to -
problems associated with physics teaching, It may shed light on.better· 
approaches to teaching introductory physic~ irt a l&rge-lecture non~ 
laboratory setting and shou1d be of v~lue to the institutions•inv.olved! 
Finally, data acquired f:t;'om the first trial -of the model ma,y provide_. 
information for refinement or change in the model, and thus allow con-
tinued testing of the approach. 
Limitations of the Study 
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This study was carried out during a one.semester time period and 
limited to students in Descriptive Physics 1014 at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity. Both experimental and control sections exhibited somewhat lower 
enrollments than previous semesters thus reducing the size of the sample. 
Further, since different instructors were in chargeof the two sectiqns, 
the possibility of in~tructor bias exists. 
Clarification of Terms 
Student 
Members of the Oklahoma State University student body enrolled in 
Descriptive Physics 1014 durin& the Spring semester of the 1969-1970 
term, are the students. 
Knowledge 
Knowledge is evidenced by an acquaintance,familiarity and under-
standing of the laws, relationships, and information associated with 
physics. In the case of this study, knowledge, in measured form, would 
be limited to the recognition of physics information, laws and relation-
ships as determined by the pre.,-test and post-test .questions on the ex-::-




The process of knowing or perceiving is cognition. 
Cognitive Process 
The process, involved in the act of gaining knowledge, is the 
cognitive process. 
Attitude 
Attitudes are feelings or opinions rather than knowledge, and in. 
this study were gauged by responses made to questions or comments given 
the students in an attitude questionnaire administered at the end of the 
semester. 
Affective Domain 
The affective domain relates to feelings and emotions. This is 
related to and essentially synonymous with attitude as it is used in 
this study, 
Favorable Response 
Each statement on the Attitude Measure (see Appendix) was listed 
as either positive or negative with respect .to the goals of·the course. 
A favorable response was one that had a score greater than three on a .. 
positbte question or one which had a score less thari three on a negative. 
question or statement. 
Unfavorable Response 
A response to a positive statement on the Attitude Measure of less 
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than·three was considered an unfavorable response. Likewise a response 
of greater than thi:'~e on a negative statement would.indicate an unfavor-
able response with respect to tqe goals of the course. 
Cybernetic System 
Cyberneticsc.is a science .that compares complex electronic calcula-
tors with the.human nervous system. In this study the Behaving and 
Learning Cycle is treated ·as a group of interacting systems analogous 
to an electronic system. 
Feedback 
In an electronic sy1;1tem feedback is·the return of information to 
elements earlier in the chain of sub-systems for modification of the 
on going operation. In an idea.l leifrning ,sit'\lci-tion feedback fram; the. 
students continually influences the teaching process, both feedback to 
the teacher and to the student. 
Referential Input 
Information gained directly from the environment, frequently non-
verbal, is considered referential input. 
Percept 
A recognizable sensation or impression received by the mind through 
the senses is a percept. These are the predecessors of concepts. 
Perceptual Meaning 
Meanings gained through the senses as opposed to verbal trans-
mission of: symbols and·ideas are perceptqal meanings. 
Concepts 
An idea or generalization formed via the process of perceptual 
observation and verbal communication is a concept. 
Referents 
The objects referred to by words or phrases rather than the words 
or phrases themselves, are referents. 
LD Group 
The students in the section taught through lectures and demon-
strations but with little expectation of i:lCtive student response, con-
stitute the LD (Lecture, Demonstration) Groµp; 
PDI Grou12 
Students in the experimental section in whi.ch presentation and 
demonstration were both carr:i,ed out in such a man11er·that questions . . 
wouJ,.d be raised and answers sought. from the. students, constitute the 
PDI (Presentation, Discussion, Interaction) Group, 
Attitude Measure 
This term refers to a questionnaire prepared by the researcher 
to asoertain the attitude of the stµden,ts toward the course. TJ:i.is was 




This term refer$ to an invitation exteI\ded to·all stµdents to v:lsit 
with one o;E the instructors about: teading )llaterials;, problem work, or 
other d:if;ficulties experie11aed in Descriptive Physics. 
Basic Assumpti9ns 
This study as$umes. that a pre..,...test poi;;t.,..test; 'examinatior,1 cansti.t4tes 
an adequate measure of kqowledge,gained by the student.during the semes-
ter. 
It also assume$ that the att;:i,tude of each student't,oward the course 
may be measured by the use of a set of statement:s a.bout the course; some 
of which shouldelicit colll.Il1on responses since they are not: related to 
the approach used, while other$ should elicit differing responses de~ 
pend:lng upon the teaching approach~ 
';L'he stµdy assumes that either approacll (l: .. n, or PDI) can be appl;i.ed 
consistently d.uring the entire seme$ter~· 
CHAPT:ER U 
REVIEW OF S:ELECTED LITERATURE 
Introdt1,ction, 
John Fowler (20) in spe<:l.king of evalua..tion of professipnal c;ou,r~es 
;i.n physies, observes that·"We evaluate it, ai;\d we try to improve it al-
most totally in terms of content," This 1:11;:udy involved content bu,t; the 
approach to provid;i..ng content in physic.1:1 was based on informiation on the 
teaching.,..learning process avail;able from psychology, 
The·two secUons.of the review of selected literatu,;re will deal 
first with the teaching-le,;1.rning pro~ess and then course development in 
pb,ysics. 
Teaching and Learning 
The educational psychology.viewpoint on teaching and learning is· 
represented py the work of such men as Jet;ome s. Bru.ner, ~arl, R, Rogers, 
Asahel D. Woodruff, an4 Rol;>ert M, Gagpe. 
Carl R. Rogers (3,5) describes learning that is e:x:petirnentai, mean-
ingfa,11, or sigllificant in terms ot t;:he followi,ng elements: 
(1) It has a quality of personal involvement (feelings as well as 
cognitive aspects). 
(2) It is se1f·dnitiated. Even when the i,mpetus corn.es from with-
out the wiJ,.1 to carry through comes from within. 
(3) It is pervas;i..ve. It ·makes a difference in the behavior, 
attitudes and perhaps even the personality of the learner, 
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(4} It is evaluated by the learner. He can say to himself "it 
isn't quite what I want," etc. 
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(5) It's essence is meaning. When such learning takes .place, the 
element of meaning to the learner is built into the whc;,le ex,.. 
perience. 
Of two possi,ble aims. of education, the transmiss.ion of. stored know,.. 
:).edge an.d learning how to learn, only the second ii;; .suitable '.to modern. 
man who must place his confidence, his basic tru~t;; in the,process by 
which new knowledge is ac~uired. 
He goes on to desaril;,e two sets of assumpt:i,ons .in '.educat;i,.on: , 
Assumptions from current ed~cat;ion based on what teachers do, not 
what they say they wish to d,o. 
a. The student can't.be trustec;i. to purisue his own learning. 
b. Presentation equals learning. 
c. The aim o;f educat;i,.on b to accumulate brick upon brick of 
factual knowledge. · 
d. The truth is known. 
e. Constructive and creat;i,.ve citizens develop from passive 
learners. 
f. Evaluation is education and education is evaluation., 
Rogers predicts a revolution in education in· the. next few decades 
that will challenge.th,e foregoing assumpt;i,.ons. The question for the 
newer approach is "How can the incorporation of the.process of learn;lpg 
and changing be made the deepest purpose of th~ educational ejperiencef' 
He then presents assumptions·that will replace the previous.set. 
Assurp.ptions Relevant to Significant Experimental Learning: 
a. Human beings have·a natural poten.tial.ity for learning. 
b. Significant learning takes place when the subject matter is 
perceived by the student as having relevance for his own 
purposes~ 
c. Much significant learning is acquired through doing. · 
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do Learning is facilitated when'the. student participates responsi-
bly in the learning process. 
eo Self-initiated learning, invo,lving the whole. person of, the 
learner,--feelings as well as inte.llect..;,-is most'pervasive 
and.lasting~ 
L Creativity in learning is best 'facilitated when self.-:critic:i,:sm 
and.self-evaluation are primary, and evaluation by others is of 
secondary importance, · 
g. The most socially useful learning in the modern world is the 
learning of the process of learning, a continuing openness 
to experience, an incorporation into oneself of the process 
of change, 
To optimize the. chance that this second set .of ·assumptions wiil be 
adopted and acted upon by.the teacher and learner, Rogers describes what 
he calls "attitudinal sets" necessary or to he hoped for in the.teacher. 
These are.11 ••• realness or,genuineness; an acceptance of the.student; and 
empathic understanding," The teacher or facilitator must be a real per-
son, be himself, show his feelings (enthusiasm, boredom, anger, etc,) 
and allow the student to do the same. He cannot be seen only in the. 
"teaching role." He must give evidence that he prizes the studenes 
opinions, feelings and individuality. A teacher must have " . ' . a ••• sensi-
tive awareness of how the process of. education and learning appears to 
the student," to improve. the likelihood·' of personally meaningfuJ,. learning 
occurringo Rogers cites research that ,tends to cqnfirm that when these 
characteristics are present.in psychotherapy, learning is facilitated, 
and suggests that they should be appropriate in education. 
Asahel D. Woodruff (40) in "Cognitive Models of Learning and In-
struction" suggests that -formulation of instructional programs in·the 
past has suffered from the, absence.of underlying concepts of human be.-
havior and learning. 
Recent developments have improved.the possibility of formulating 
useful models of instruction (4).). These are: the und~rstanding of the 
rol.e of value in human beqavior, the recognition of c:oncepts as med,iating 
variables in behavior, and in the field of communication, the differen-
tiation of the.verbal process from the cogniti,v~ process, Hoban (25) 
says that :i,.t is a fundamental error to assume that "co1n111unication is 
the transmission of meaning." Meaning:ful sets of symbols may be trans-
mitted, meani,ng can not. Woodruff cites PSSC Physics indirectly as an 
example of the process of making visible to the student, with e~peri~ 
ments on physical objects, the phenomena from which knowledge finders 
derive verbal statewents about these phenomena, The student can then 
experience his owp.percept:i.ons and form his own conceptualizations, 
Tri.is prov:i.des a link betl.ween knowledge and behavior, often missing in 
the past; 
Woodruff; goes on to offel! "Ass-umptions Rel.evant to l3ehavior and 
Learp.ing. '' His modeJ,.s rest on these assumptions: 
1. Human behavioi is characterized by the qµaliti,es of a cybernetic 
system, 
There is referential inp-ut (input from real objects and 
processes, not.:f;rom symbols which repr.esent them); i;;torage and 
internal manipulation of the ;input; the possibility of response. 
during the manipulation t6 a communication irtput wh:i.eh has the 
sole possibility of guiding the att~ntion of the subject; pur-
posive output; and feedback from the output .action, in1:o the 
percept~al channels,. 
2, The referential input is the sole source of percepts which be~ 
come.concepts, RefereIJ.tial input consists of literal sense 
perception of real objects and processes. Communications input 
cat1- not perform this same task since it is 011ly a verbal,. 
description of these.sense pe:i:-cept:i,ons, Lecture and di,scussion 
are communicatiori, inputs, 
ReferentiaJ,. input becomes dominant when ever a person is 
placed in a new enviro.nment for which he has no existing cog11:i.,... 
tive background, Referential ;i.nput need occurs over and over 
again in school~ even in. graduate school. 
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Verba,l input can lea,d to oo.ncept. maturation only when the 
eesentia.l bits o( . perceptual meaning ,;1.re .. present. , When they . 
are·not, referential input is necessary rega,rdless of school 
level. · · 
3. The internal manipulation and storage process has some di~en~ 
sions: 
a. It may be either·subconscious or recognized iil. various de-
grees. 
b. It var:i,.es from vagueness o.£ first impressions to the . 
cla1;ity of matt;tre con~epts •• 
c. J;t varies from subjectivity to obje,ctivity. 
d. !t varies from no verbalization tc;, complete ve:i;-balization. 
e. It ranges from concreteI).ess to "c.onstl;'uct;ness", t;hat·is; 
from mental images of concrete referents to extensive 
mental constructs in three .directions; categorization 
based on.recognition of sim:i.la.rities of structure. (general-. 
iz1:Ltion); integration biased on recognition pf;. processes 
and consequences (principles); and the dis.covery of quali.-
ties. of eithesr S1tru9ture or processes, which are then ab-
stracted and treated as reals. 
f. Principles IllaY be used by means of t:tansfer, to solve 
problems in unfamiliar situations. 
g. It varies in.degree of inventivepess and also in the quan-
tity and quality of a1;tistic originality. 
4, Recognition of the instru,men.tal .value o.f procees, struct1,1ral · 
referents, and qual:t.ties is part of the intert1al,.manipulation 
process. 
Through feedback from vicarious•or,act:ual·t;rial of a· 
person '.s · cc;,ncepts 'above ways· of behavin~, the empirically 
substantiated value become.s part of th.e ,concept and .gives 
rise to motives. Feelings are the internal responses.to the 
satisfying or annoying dimensions of the trial phase of be• 
havior. · This part of the response is the source of value 
judgem~rtt:.. · 
5. Symbolization, or verbalization of meanings; is part of the 
internal-manipulation process, and verbal co~unicat;;i.on i1;1 the 
external manifestation of the syml?ol;i.zadon. 
What has come to be known as the teacher-pupil ;i.n,terac;tion 
process is .. a special use of verbal conununicat;ion to stimulate 
validity, maturity and verba;J.ization of .concepts., discovery 
of pI'incipl.es, and orginality in the internal-manipulation 
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process of the student. 
6. Beh.avior output is mediated ·by .concept::.s .in ways which are.pur-
posive to the reduction of st;i.mul,i, the s.at:i,sfaction of u11der-
lying need$, 1:1nd the attainment of goals~ 
The operation of the behavior i$. independent of consc:i,ous 
awa!'eness of what· is goi11g on, , That is haw peI!e;eptual meaning 
is acquired, concepts are formed, and de~:i.,sio.ns are made w:1,th 
and·without·awareness, Awareniass .does. not.change the 'basic' 
process, bu't: perm.its the intrusion of object:!.vity through. the 
use of learned criteria and safeguard$, 
The model presented be.low and ut_ilized in the experim~ntal study 
rests on these assumptions, The model (see Figure l) in tt.l.rn :fu.rn:i.shes 
~ source of hypotheses against'whiah exist:i,ng relevant data can be.lai,d 
and which can be subjected to empirical test~ 
Stimulation is the first stage (sensory . intake) of this_ cycle, 
Careful distinction must be made between SY'1),bolic s.timl.11.i which are 
primarily verbal in natwre, an<;l are.triggering devices for stimulating 
recall of percept$ or concepts already stored, at?,d · re:f;erential stimuli 4 
that arise from objects or events and are .. inputs for cognit;ive meaning. 
Teaching often requires parallel application of•both'kinds of stimuli-
if; cognitive meani11gs are not already.present, 
Storage·is asspciated w:i,th stage three and·involves. the storage 
and manipulation .of both'symbols and .concepts. Teaching invol,ves l.lsing 
symbolic and verbal, processes.of interaction with students, These 
1:1chieve guidance of.the internal-manipul.ation of conceptual_process, 
decision ma~ing, trial of learned concepts in rei:!,listic situations, and· 
intei;pretation of feedback f:i;om tho_se tr:i.als. This in tu:i;,n c,ul tivates 
higher forms of thought and l,lSefµl originality; 
Original behavior emetges'as another important face of storage 
and ml;ln:i.pulation. Two elements contribute to original.behavior. One is 
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processes and structures which must be .used to give effective expression. 
to original ideas or/imagination. Dive1;se e:x;amples o.f ar.eas that de-,. 
pend on technical processes would be harmony, artistic composition, high 
energy physics, and painting (6). 
One dimension of the beh&ving.learni,ng cycle (18) mostoften neg-
lected in.teaching is concept validation or shaping up. WoodruUstat;es:. 
Concepts that are·formed wit;hout empii:ical tr:ictl take on. 
satisfactory meaning to. the . perso11 solely o.n .the basis of the 
discussion of percepts acquired visually or orall,y. This 
discussion process., typical of classroom.talk, can yield a 
concept; .which will satisfy an acrdevement test questio'Q, but 
which may not enable him t;o carry out; an adjµstmental act in 
a real situation.· 
The student knows but cannot act. School learning frequently 
lacks the trial-stage of the learning cycle. 
Woodruff suggests that without the doing or-action stage, or motive 
formation stage, feeling will not occur. He goes on to state: 
The perception of the positive or negative instrumental· 
value of an object or process, whether that perception is in-
tuitive or.clearl.y conscioµs, furnishes an.iJ:1pu:t which becomes 
part i;:,f the concept of the object .. or proces.s. This is the 
origin of value, both positive an~ negative, Instrumental 
value is t;he fo'Undation of motive in all of its forms: inter-
est, sentime11t, wish, µ1ajor value, ide&l, goal of any degree 
of i'111Uediacy or remoteness. 
Feeling reaction, being rooted in adjustmental acts, 
does•not occur when no adjustmental i;itates are involved. They 
occur most regularly aqd most vividly at the trial stage of the 
learning-behaving cycle since that is basic -.stage of .adjust-
mental ·action. Once established·through empiric.al experience, 
feelings can be reactivated when a partic;.ular .concept is re-
called, and reenacted emotional reaction often occurs when an 
emotionaJ,ly loa,ded concept is being discussed. 
Emotions ·can play a part 'in academic discussions, but they are the re-
sult of previous'empirical expe1;ience rather than generated.as a part of 
the discussion. Woodruff adds, "There is nothing so noticeable as the 
neutrality of.feeling or i:n other words plain apathy, which students 
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feel for subject matter when their total experience con§'4,sts oC<tlass 
presentation and class discussion (the storage and manipulation stage 
alone)o" 
Woodruff lists as the ma.in objective of f9rmal instruction, to have 
.'-';f.t\, 
students learn about selected aspects of their worldo This is accom-
plished under a teacher's guidance. by encouraging concept formation 
which leads to objective beha,riors o 
In accordance with these ideas Woodruff makes three assumptions 
about instruction; 
L Behavior and learI).ing are approximately as described hereto-
fore, and the formal instru~tional process must take its 
shape from the contours of foregoing models. It must, in 
effe,c:t:;~. 0 b~ t.t1e. counterpa~:t or· complement of the process of 
learning \emd '·behaving O '' 
~ ' . \ . . ' '. 
2, In~d.,flcfrZri·i.;,;J:l:vJi::i:iJ e~ds: First, it produces changes in 
. tqe adJ~~p;e,i;it.albehavior of the learner, largely by helping 
h:tfil.mictj:U:!:re·· concepts o Second, it makes the student think 
and learn indepe.ndently o It should be noted that all be-
havior is regarde.d as adjustmental, that is it is aroused 
by need and is an attempt to meet the needa 
3o The instructor is present for the purpose of guiding and 
facilitating the learning process toward the achievement of 
certain defined goals of the educative systemo The broad 
goals are generally set up in the form of behaviors to be 
attained, and curriculum content is chosen to produce the 
concepts whit:h will in turn produce the desired behaviors o 
In describing the act of instruction Woodruff made the following 
important comment: 
Subject matter consists of the real world 'out there', 
not of books, bodies of information~ lectures, or any of 
the other verbal and symbolic materials that have in the 
past dominated the schoolo Information can be memorized, 
but it does not lead to concepts and understandingso 
In this study the major use of much of this material was to describe 
the constraints imposed upon the teaching and learning of introductory 
physic$ assuming that the student is an idiosyncratic systemt 
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whose learning and behaving characteristiqs are described by this model 
and with the realization that successful efforts in the teaching anq.· 
learning of physics depend upon a careful match to the student's system. 
Cognitive theoJ;"ists place great weight on the need to enhance and 
capitalize on individual differences within the st~dent group. Ericksen 
(1~) suggests that the most: powerful effect can be expected·from those 
instructional changes that release. and give greater freedom'to,dndivid- " 
ual - difference variables, such as a student's motivation, his memory, 
and the degree of meaningfullness he can attach to informational stimuli 
given by lectures, books, films, slides, demonst:r.ations and the like. 
Gagne (23) likewise gives the learneJ;' an independent place.· in the 
teaching - learning cycle. He describes instruction as the institution 
and arrangement of external conditions of learning in ways which will 
optimally interact with the internal capabilities of tl)e learner, so as 
. ;.ti_, 
to bring about a challge iri these .capabilities. He goe~ on to suggest 
"\,,, 
that there are varieties of change called learning and·that each 
var;i.ety in turn calls for a Jilferent variety of instruction. 
Introductory Physics and Course Development 
In a large u11iversity it is often expedient for reaspns of time, 
finances, manpower, and facilities to offer large lecture sect;i.ons of 
introductory couri;es. This was true of Descriptive Physics 1014 which 
had approximately one hundred fifty students per i;iection, 'and was. the 
course involved in thb study. 
If the major goal of such a course is to transfer .knowledge or 
facts about physics to the student, research findings reported in 
McKeachie's (29) article on "Research on Teaching at,the College and 
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UniverE;iity Level", tend to support,1=he U$e'of such sections, Of eleven 
studies that tried to dete~t differe!lces in kno:wledge gained 1:>etween 
lecture and lecture-discussion, no advantage was shown for the lecture-
discussion group, Information transfer was equally effective in l~u·ge. 
and small groups. 
If, however, attitude i'l,nd emotional changes constituted part of 
the goals of a course, McKeachie reports.that mol;'epos;i.t;:ive results 
were gained by lectul;'e-discussion. · This study had as a major goal, 
effecting more than just cogni,tive g:i;-owth, so perh,aps discussion and 
other types of student response should play an integral part. 
Dubin and Tareggia (13) looked at'fot'tY years of research regarding 
comparative studies of methods·of,teaching at the college.level and 
offe:i;-ed this 01:>servation;· 
In the foregoing paragraphs we have reported the.results 
of a reanalysis of the data from 91 comparative studies of 
college teaching technologies conducted between 1924 and 1965, 
These·data demonstrate clearly and unequivocally that there 
is no measurable difference among truly distiricti,ve methods 
of college instruction when evaluated by student performance 
on final·examinations. 
rt may very well be that the.most.pervasive commpn.ality 
among teaching methods is the employment of and dependence 
on te:,ctbooks and other reading materials, Perhaps the ''no 
difference!' results of comparing teaching methods can be. 
attributed largely to the powerful impact of textbooks 
which cannot be washed out by any·known methods of ::Lnstruc..-
t::Lon, 
McKeachie (29) discuE;isedmot:±ves within the student that ac,ted to 
reduce differences between groups exposed to different .te~ching methods. 
Among these are interest, paJ;"ental expectation~ peer.grqup acceptance, 
and grades. Grades may well be one of the strongest mot::Lves, leadins 
the student toward learning whatever is required to get a good grade. 
McKeachie (29) does offer hope when he says that in spite of the 
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many findings of no sign:i,,ficant di;fference in effectiveness between 
lecture and discussion,. those studies which have found differences make·. 
surprisingly good' sense. · In .only two studies, was one, metho.d · superior 
to the other· on a me_asurement of :knowledge of subject matter; both 
studies favored the lecture method. However, six other experiments 
finding significant differences in favor of discussion over leq.tute; 
the measurement was made with ins~ruments other than.final examinations. 
A survey made by this researcher of the reports of new courses 
al'.ld course development progra~s reported in the American Journal of 
1 ' • -...;.. 
Physics during a twenty year period from 1949 through 1969, produced 
the fol],.owing results, During the.first ten year period there were 
fourteem reports of new or at least.· innovative course idea$ •. ·. Each 
artic],e provided a fairly careful description of the course which in~ 
eluded the topics offered, the amount of laboratory, the frequency of 
class meetings, methodsrof teaching, character of the testi,ng program, 
and the advantages to the student and the physics community of that 
particular approach. 
In. only two cases. were forma.J.., cqurse evaluations r1:1ported. ·· Typical 
of the work reported during this ·period are the following examples: 
Formal .il al. (19) in 1949 offered a description of a two-.year cdu+se 
in Basic Elementary Physics that had, evolved over a ten year period. ·· 
He made no mention of any for~l.evaluation of the course.· C. C. 
Clark (8) described a course in College Physical Science that he.had 
I, 
taug~t for f~;een years and had offered to several thousand students 
,,.-"- .... -ji - ·~--, -·---~ -· ---~·- " 
but.sununar;i.zed his results by saying, "I thinkthat we have'achieved at 
least two results; students no longer think that science _is mir&culous, 
and in their daily lives, in business.and citizenship they most likely 
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use a measure of rational thought'and·impa1;tial thinking, rather than 
long hunches, a lon~-shot cl;iances, guesses · and biased <;>pinion," Fitz~ 
simmons. (18) in his description of a Laboratory Course for ,Seniors in 
Physics of;!:ered tbe opinion that the course was needed and -did inspire 
or maintain high student interest. 
During this·same pe~iod,there were·two courses reported with a 
discussion of ·evaluations. Peck and Hais+ey (30) described A One .. semes-. 
ter Physics Course for Liberal Arts Students; t!heir evaluative procedutes 
incl4ded; · obj active evidence of student's performance, subjective ;f,m-
pressions of the progl;'ee1e of the cour1:1e, and·student comments volun~. 
teered in response to questionnaires d:;i.sttibuted during three di;eferent 
years. This information wt;ts used to modify the course for later offer-
ing. J. K. ,Maj or (is) in descr;tbing a physics offering in ~ale's 
Directed Studies Program, did suggestan and of the year evalt.1a1:ion by 
survey.to be.us.ed to modify the course so that it might se-i;-ve majors 
in science as.well as others,. 
During the second ten year period (1960 to 1970) the sco:re,im-
provee. Of the twelve cout'se c;lescdpt:j.ons offered, seven make.a defin-
ite reference to testing or course result!:!, and one·even goes·so.tar as 
I 
to c9mment on national applicability of ·.the approaeh~ .. 
Caughlan and· Towe (11) in an article' titled .. "Laboratory Performance 
Testing," des.cribe the development of a. short laboratory experiment 
similar to the experiments completed in the regular laboratory program, 
tha,t could be used tp. test .students' ·knowledge·. ap.d laboratory skills. · 
The res.ults of. these tests were,,used to grade students and .modify the 
co'llrse called Contemporary Physics I and·I:J:; in which Scientific Amer;t ... 
.£e!l.Off-Prints were used·al;l.te:x;ts. They·offered personal opinion$ as 
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to the success of the course, sµggest:ed changes· that woul.d be made, a.nd 
;indicated that it had become a permanent: part of the curricu;I.um after 
only one ye1:1r's use. None of tl:iese concl.usions, however, was based on· 
a formal testing program, 
Alan l?ortis·(33) offered t:he.ntst real reference to.careful test-, 
ing of a col.lege physics course in his! der;1cr:i,.ption of .the Berkeley 
Physics Laboratory. After an initial trial. of the Berkeley Physics 
materials with two groups of; forty stt,19:ents, 'it was turned over to pro-
fessors who had had· no patt in deve;l.op:Liig the course materials~ to offe;r 
it to th:i..rty-five group[:] of tw~nty students each. Feedback from this 
trial was used to modify the materials· and approach~ and the .. c.ourse was 
then offered as a nationally app;l.icable approach to physics labo~at~ry. 
work, Alan Portis even suggested. ''national applicability" as th'e. reason 
for t:hese steps, .as well as a fear that earlier trials· also included 
the "Hawthorne Effect." 
H, R. Crane (11) of:l;ered one of the 1.iveliest reports on :i,nt:roduc, ... 
tory physics in an article. he titled !'Experiments in Teaching Captives," 
His goal was not to modify the subject matte;r nor the method of presl:!n• 
tation but to change th~ ground rules by which the student approaczhed 
learning. His gener1:1l boundary cond;iti,ons were that £acult,y time not 
be increased, and rigo;r.µot: be sacrificed. The new features tried 
were: 
1,. Substitution of open.,..office sess;f.ons fo.r one half of the. 
class meetings. · 
2 ~ Estab.lishment of a. student self-help room, designed to allow 
students to help one anothe;i:-. 
3, Production of a weekly h1:1ndout indicating the schedule, pro-
ble'!Il work, points of difficulty and·occasional humorous com.,.. 
ments. 
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Professo;r Crane felt (again witp.out formal testing) that " ••• finite 
progress was made," and in particular a lal!'ger fraction of the i;tudents 
developed a lively interest in th~ subject·than had been the c,ase pre• 
viously. He did state, also, that no attempt was made to compal:'e. the 
amount of learning gained by this method· a$ opposed to. the "old .. method," 
because learning was a very complicated quantit:y, not de~inable in meas• 
urable terms. 
His pa;rting shot included a plea for mo:i:-e e~perimentation in the: 
strategies of running big courses. Litt;le has been repor;ed iµ th:1,~ 
area in comparison to tha.t which has been published on, the tactics of 
subject matter presen.taUon, or tqp:i,cs c::hosen, etc. 
Fryshman (22) in describing a laboratory course foi:- nonscience 
majors, suggested that. quanti t:a.Uye comparison c;,;E the, accomplishmiants of 
st1,1dents in the .two different .. approaches he used ·was unfeasible. He .was 
willing to use such· indicator~ as interest, enthusiasm, and vo;l.unt;:a;ry 
outs:l,.dE:! reacting as evidence that students gained more from the new 
sequence. 
Two other examples of course. evaluation were g::i.ven,. each foi: courses 
offered only once, Donal.cl Snyder. (38) devel,oped an experiment;,.,or;i.ented 
general physics course and gave it to. eight students out of a. sixty ... five 
stud,ent group and evaluated the course via a questionnaire .three and 
one-half yE:!ars later, He suggested that eva:J.uation in·the fi'J;'st year 
would have been premc1,ture as stuclents would have h~d no chance t:o find 
out . .if the course suited their needs i ,, .On the basis c;,f the mailed ques-
tionnaire, he did feel the course shoulc;l be offered again :i,n the future, 
Bertman et al. (3) offered ap. ele:mentary physics cou:i;-se in which -.-- . . . . '. 
the students attended only one lecture per week then spent t;he :remainder 
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of their class time in the laboratory doing experimen~~ of their own 
choice. The claim was that this semi-tutorial approach freed the well-
prepared students and allowed the others to get extra help. Again, as 
in the Snyder course, no .formal studies of the results ef .:the course 
were offered; some indications of student enthu~iasm and interest were 
given, but the course had been offered for only one semester. 
A well planned approach reported during the second decade of this 
survey was one offered by K. L. Warsch (39) in which oceanogr~phy was 
chosen as a way of presenting a physical science course in a context 
more interesting to the students. The other modification made was a 
reversal of the order of presentation of the discussion of each princi-
ple. Normally in physical science the basic law is presented first, 
followed by some general discussion, and·':"then concluded with a discus-
sion of practical applications. Warsch reversed this procedure. He 
presented observable phenomena, described these in great .detail, dis-
cussed the extent and importance of the phenomena and only as a last 
step introduced the basic principle behind the phenomena. 
His appraisal of·:the results, made by comparing the experimental 
section with the standard sections, included: 
1. Test evidence: the experimental group made a better response. 
2. Anonymous evaluation forms: there was a unanimous urging on .-the 
part of the students that this course be offered again. 
3. Other physical evidence of success: the students-were reading 
outside articles on oceanography, and doing so with ease, 
enjoyment, and comprehension, as indicated by their asking 
perceptive questions. There was also reduced student antago-
nism toward physical science. 
One of the newest effoEC.s in introductory science is the course 
Physical Science for Nonscientists (PSNS) (34) which was an outgrowth of 
the 1963-1964 conference on physical science for nonscience majors 
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sponso'I."ed by the Commission on College Physics arid the Advisory Counc:i.1 
for ColJ,.ege Chemistry. One of the groups for which this course was 
designed was elementary teachers, although it was hoped that it would 
be used more widely. Experiments were .an integral part of the textbook 
and were of three kinds; take-hollle expel;'iments, chair.,.arm experiments, 
and some to be done in a regular laboratory setting. The illlportant 
point is that, tq succeed in lea.ming the science, the st\,ldents must.do 
these experiments. The answers or resu;l.ts are not.provided in the text· 
book and later work depends upon them. This approach seems to be well 
matched to the Woodruff model of the Behaving and Learning Cycle although 
no mention of this occurred in the a;t:"ticl,e. The teaq.her can provide 
verbal guidanc(;!. at all levels as the experiment$ progress, but the 
student is actively involved on h;i.s own,behaving learningr.cyc;l.e. 
In the review of t;he lit;eratur~ on physics course deve;l.opment, 
this researcher was unable to find any reference to a theoretical model 
being used as the basis for. the development o:f; a teaching or cou:rse 
strategy. 
llearn et al. (24) in a private ooIT)l)luntcation report on an ef:t;ort 
to match current views in cognition and learning especially those of 
Jean Piaget concet:"ning invariance, with a method of J?resent;at:i;cm of 
materials and topics irt physics for the nonsc;ientist. Preliminary ef'"'. 
forts involved a committee of faculty members from the Departments o{ 
Computer Science, Physics and Psychology, According to a 1¢tter ac-
companying the report, this approach has been . tried with very small · 
groups (10 or less) and has been condui;;fed on a nearly individual bash, 
No assessment o:f; the results was included in the report. 
A closing comment is t9 be found in an art:icJ,.e by John.Fowler and 
Richard West (11). 
"It may well be that the nonscience.major is the most' 
difficult challenge t:hat phydcs educators face, Is it an 
impoitant one? As physi,ci,sts, we have to believe that it 
is. For, i:f piesent · t;rends continue, our .discipline will 
slip further outside the mainstream of liberal education." 
It is .evident from the litera~ure search tha.t ,there have been rio 
reported efforts.t(') design anintroductor:y physics c,durse using a be-
. ' 
havi'Q.g and learnit1g mode;L·as a basis for choosing teaching strategies. 
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The follolY"ing chapter, desc;dbes th~ procedures to be used ·based on 
the Behaving and Learning Cycle and 1;:he hypotheses to be t;es1:=ed ·upon 
application of these . procedures. 
CHA.PIER IU 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Descriptive.Physic$ 1014~ was the.c9urse in.volved in this study, is 
a one semester nonla.boratO+'Y, four credit lwul:' 'introductory course. lt 
is offered .. for the nonscience major in as much as it cannot be \lseq. as 
a .basis for additional course work in physics. The enrollmeIJ.t; is ap ... 
pr9ximately six hundred st;udents'per year, divided int9; see,t;ions of 
general,ly one hundred fifty, The method of instruction has been lecture 
demonstration. involving liberal use of appara,tus andaud:i.o visual mate--
rials. Grades are determined through monthly e~w:ninations and·the pre-
sentation is nonquantitative. 
De.scription of the. Sample 
'.Che characteristics of a parallel st.udent group wer~ obta;i,ned by a 
vol\mtary questionnaire ~see Appendi:icB) dist?":il:>uted. to a one hundred 
sixty-eight st1.1dent .section of Physics 1014 in, the Fall of 1969. · .. The 
/ 
information requested was: a) the college in which the student was en ... 
rolled; b) his or her class in school; c) science and mathemat;ica oaurses 
completed in high school and in college; d) reasons for ta.king th.e course 
and e) who was finally responsible for the deafs~on t<;> enroll in the . 
course. 
The students were a~most eyenly divided between the Colleges.of 
Arts. and Sciences (40%) and· Agdctl.lture (50%). The'l;'e were a, few fI'om 
Education., Busines,s at_ld Home Econoltlics, but this group constituted less 
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than 10% of the ;popul,.ation, Their distrib\ition QY c+ass: 10%. Freshman; 
35% Sophomores, 36% Juniors, and 17% Seniors, 
Ninety percent of the students listed the oourse as. being reqt,1ired 
in.their degree program while l.0% indicated, that they took the course 
as an elective, The advisor had recpmmended the course to 39% of the 
students, while 50% included themselves as partially or tc;,tally respon .... 
sible for the decision t9 .take the course. Ap]?ro:,i;:i.mately 8% listed 
other persons e.s the m11jor facto-r in their choice while 3% indicated 
the influence of a high sc.hool teache:i::. This ques.tion was· rather loose ..... 
ly phrased to the group so that these result$ must be. taken as only a 
rough indication of the student's reasons for taking Physics 1014~ 
The academic background ot the students ca~ pe indicated by the 
course work taken prior to enrollment. in Physics. !hei:r high sohool,\ 
backgrounds (measured l:>y the stude:o,t repponi,es to a questionnaire, not 
transcripts) show that 100% have ]lad Alg~b:i:-a I, 80% Al,gebra :i::r, 75% 
some Geometry, 33% Trigonomed:y, 60% Chemistry, an,d 78% General Science, 
but on+y 2% Physics, Their college work showed (not·a transcript re-
sponse) that 50% had taken College Algebra, 1% Geometry, 1% Trigonometry, 
3% some Calculus, and 3a% General Chemistry, The$e J?eople were indeed 
beginning physics students, 
Design of the Stu<;ly 
The general st4dies phys;i.cs .· c,ourse shoulq be ·chaUeng;i.ng, inter- . 
esting, no-odiluted., ang ~ouched at a level.commensurate.with tthe skills, 
background and needs of the stud.ents involved, It _sllould, cause the·.::.'.·· 
students to feel that physici:i is a valuable introductory science cpurse . . .. .,,, . 
that could be chosen as read;ily as other offerings at trie same leve.J., as 
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part qf their general education.. 
S. E. Erichsem (15) cha.ract:,ri.zes the major obligat:j:.on of a univer-
s;i. ty as "teaching i:!- student how to think,'' by hel,pin.g him acquire ab-
stract relationships fundamental to a pi:p;ticular discipline through 
thinking rath~t th.an memorization. The lec1.rrier must be free to abstratt 
by establishing his own ideosxpc;i;-atic. patte~n of $1lbje'ctive' assoc:;iatiop.s; 
This means studying only a limited .m1mbeJ;' of topios or. ideas, and 
allowing the student as su~geated by AJ;'ons (1) c1. chance t:o sugg;est a).,.. 
ternative ·ideas and to test them at least in thought and argument, if 
not in expe-;i:iment ~ before rushing h;i.m to the. right '·answer and to the: 
end results. H. R. Grane (11) suggests pther i9,dvantages of reduced 
coverage. It gives .mediocre students a better change of catch:i,.ng on 
befqre the next topic commences, more time can be spent: on systems 
rather than components, and thi1,1.gs · can be inta·raonn.ected rather than 
left 9s discrete bits of in;f;ormation. Since creat;ivity involves t'h.e 
habit of always looking for many ways, including unconventional ways, 
of applying each new principle or fact learned, time must be avail.able!. 
to the student ~f this is to occur. 
Introc;luctory physics <;an fulfill E:richsen's, A,ron's, and Cra],'l.e's 
suggestion,s only through limited coverage, ·because abstiaction by the 
student requires 1t1ore time than. teaching or lectµ.ring by th~ professol:". 
The goals listed above were the same for both sections of Descrip-
tive Phys;i,cs. The difference lay in the approach used in presenting 
the material and in working with the students. 
This study involyed two teaching strc1.tegies, One group was taught 
by a method to be referred to as Lecture-Demol,'l.st:rc1.tion, the other was 
taught by a method referred to as, P:1;esentation-J;)iscussion,-!nteraction. 
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A description of the two approaches follqws: 
1. Lecture-Demonstrat;ion Group (LD). 
Physics concepts were presen_ted by lecture with the use of appro-
priate demonstrat:i,ons and apparatu:;i. These were developed carefully 
and an attempt made (relying on tqe experience of the teacher invqlved) 
to anticipate st1-1.dent difficu.lties and questions.and .to answer these,in 
the. orig;inal presentation. m:,wever, spontaneous question:;; were co1,1rte-
ously received and answered carefully. Convergent questioning (towarq 
the lecture topic) was encouraged. 
When a concept could be presented using demonstration apparatus, 
the presentation was car:ded through to its conc.lusion and all details, 
meaaurements, and observations.c;t.early shown. 
Problem and·reading assignments were suggested and, as before, 
carefully discussed in class trying to anticipate student dif:f:icu;I.ties 
and questions. No homework was collected for grading and no direct 
cqeck made to see that it waa being 9-0:ne. 
Help was available to the ::;tudents wh;hing it at designated times 
and places, and they were. encc;mraged ta consult either instructor. 
Four examinations were given and used ta determine the ,grade for 
the course. 
The information sheet given to the students at the .beginning o:f: 
the semester, explaining many of these course characteristics, is shown 
in Appendix A. 
2. Presentation-Discussion..,Interactian Group (PDI). 
Physics concepts were briefly presented using appropriate demon-
' stratio:n apparatus when possible~ Questions from students were en- f 
couraged at.all points in the presentation. 
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Following the brief presentation; variations of the topic were used 
to raise questions which would force stµden.t response (frequently by 
vote). The student forced to make a decision was involved in the action 
phase of the Behaving and Learning Cycle, and feelings could then become 
a part of the process. When the qµest;ion was. finally answered bo.th the 
student and the instructor had an indication of·the level of understand ... 
ing of that topic, 
As an exampJ,.e, after the instructor had (:iisoussedNewton's Laws of 
Motion, an air trqck was set: up and a glider cau.sed to travel its length 
at a constant speed. The qu,estion then asked was: "Is there an un-
balanced force acting on the glider to keep it movi)lg?" The·sttidents 
wei;-e asked to vote on the possibl,e answers, S9me argued, that there was 
an unbalanced force, some, correctly maintained that there was not. 
Regardles!:l of whether the 13tudent was in the group that: was :r:ight 
or wrong, his willingness to enter into an adjµstive act (making the 
choi,ce between the possible i:inswers on t:he basis of his understanding 
of Newton's Laws) allowed feel:i,.ngs to become associated with the law, 
Had this same information been part of a lectµre (vel;'bal input only, no 
request for action on the part of the student) his ability to and wish 
to remember it may have been at a lower level. The trial state (shaping 
up) of learning would haye been bypassed in f.avor of a final a:nswer, 
The adjustmental act allows completion of the student's Behaving and 
Learning Cycle. 
Questions of both a ciivergent and q convergent natu,re were en-
couraged. !he students were alloweci to raise questions that iri turn 
guided the presentation, whereas in the LP group the same question may 
have been anticipated and answereci before students could raise it, 
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Because student learning is ideosyncratic and there are a large 
number of these students facing a single teacher, encouraging some of 
the students to raise questions hopefully guaranteed that these questions 
were truly representative of the students, and did not depend sc;:,lely on , 
the teacher's guess, albeit an intepigent one; as to the real problems 
facing the students. This is a questionable assumption and will not be 
tested. However, it could be an important influence.· 
Problem work and reading assignments were given 1:>ut not collected 
! 
for grading. These were carefully dis cussed. in class in response. to 
student questions. 
Feedback was an important ingredient.in ·the Interaction process and· 
included teacher's requests for votes on raised questions and responses 
on bi-weekly handouts. 
The LD students had four major examinations totaling four hundred 
points. The only examination common to both groups was the final exam-
ination, worth 100 points. The remainder of the points gained by the 
PD! Group came from handouts. Sample handout questions are given.in 
Appendix F. The handouts consisted of two or three questions to be an-
swered in sentence.or paragraph·form. This complemented the interaction 
process or trial stage of learning in that ari almost correct response. 
could be given partial credit (therefore encouragement) whereas an in-,. 
correct multiple choice response would gain the individual no credit. 
Examples of the types of questions asked on these handouts are shown in 
Appendix F. 
The use of this approach gave the teacher access .to the.· student's 
Behaving and Learning Cycle and . allowed gui,.4anc,e of this prc;:,cess on a 
fairly regular .basis apart from class interaction. 
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The points.gained by-the LD Group·on.the tijree exams and the points 
gained by the PDI Group on ·handouts w1:re ]1ot used irl. this study' s .,com-, 
parison of the tw_o groups. 
Outside help was available and the students were encouraged.to visit 
with the instructors involved with either se.ction. Only 9ne major e~~ 
amination was.given the PDI Group. This, the final examination, was 
given in both sections ·and had equal influence on.the semester grades in 
each section. 
Copies of the General Information Sheets given to. s_tudents may be 
found in Appendix A. 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses 'tested_in this study wer~: 
1. There is no significant 'difference (0.05 level of -confidence) 
in the knowledge gained by students in the LD Group and those in the PD! 
Group, as measured by a pre-test and post-test admi.nis tered to both 
groups~ 
2 •. There is no significant·difference (0.05 level.of confidence)in 
the knowledge gained by the LD and PDI students enrolled in the various 
colleges. 
3. There is no significant difference (0.05 level 'of ,confidence in 
the knowledge gained by the LD and PDI students of different ·class levels. 
4. There_ is no significant difference (0.05 level -of confii;ience) 
in the knowledge acquired by LD and PDI i;tudents having significantly_ 
different high school mathematics and science preparation. __ 
5. There is no significant difference (0.05 level of confidence) 
in the knowledge gained by the LD and PDI students.with different back-
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grounds in cc;,liege algebra: 1;3,nd · cheq:i..stry ~ 
6. There is no sigrii:ficant difference (0.05 level of ·c,onfidence) 
in the attitudes totvard the course expressed by those students in the LD 
Group and. those in the PD! Groµp, as measured by an attitude questi,on'!' 
naire administered to both groups at the end of the semester.· 
7, There. is no sig:ni:l;ican t dif:l:erenpe (O, 05 leyel , of confidence) 
in the knowledge gained l;>y male and·female stucl,eptf;l in the LD and PD:J; 
Groups, 
Independent VariapJ,es · 
Many variables were commpn tp the two approaches. . The textbook 
Conceptual Physics, (2) was used :i..n .both see;tions ~ the .same topics were 
presented, essentially parallel .homework assignments and the same pre-
test and final examination.were 1J$ed. The same .iecti.rJ:"e demonstration 
i'J 
materials were used in bqth sections although the methods diffe:r:ed,, 
Both sect:j..ons met in the same lecture hal;I.,. 12:30 P:M, MWF and 1:30 PM: 
Tu.;while the PD! Group met at 2:30 PM, M'I'WTh. 
Coqrdination between tl)e two sections was insured by almost dail.y 
meetings between the instruc4o;rs. Too,the instructor of the P:Ol. Grqup 
frequently attending the LD cl,ass ses.sions •. 
The 1,11aj6r difference· lay in the teaching· strategies .adop,ted, for 
each group, which was the basis for this study, This lead to the e;ffort· 
ta .detect differences in outco~e with the tests ·and meai;lures to be 
described later~ 
A second significant difference arose from the use of: separate 
instructors.for the two sections~· ~£forts were made during the semes-
ter to minimize; the .difference by having each section taught by the. 
other, instructor a ·number of times. so that the students came to knc:,w 
both. With. this effort and daily mee.tings between the two instructors 
on pace, presentation, and choice of topics, ~he difference due to in-
structors may have been greatly reduced. No effort.to measure the ,in-
fluence of separate instructors was made. 
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A thi+d difference.involved.the instructor's methods of allowing 
the student to keep track of his or her·own course progress~ In the LD 
Group tentative grade scales were associated ·with each of· .the three 
exams when they were returned to the students, .In the PDI Group ,bi~ 
monthly total point distribution curves were shown to the class with 
tentative grade divisions shown. 
There were a group of diff~rences which were detectable an,d pre-
sumed controlled by virtue of random distribuJ;:ion between.the LD and PDI 
Groups. Verification of this w,11s made with chi-square CX:} test for 
random distribution. These variables were: sex, college in.whicb the 
student was enrolled, the student's class level,, the size of his: high' 
school graduation class, t;:he reason for his enrollment (required or 
elective), who reconnn.ended the course, who made the. final d,ecisic,n to 
take the course., high school science and mathematics course background,. 
and finally the college science and mathematics course background. 
Infonnation on these variables was obtained via a questionnaire distri-
buted at the beginning of the cc;,u:i:-se. A copy of the questionnaire is 
·provided in Appendix B. 
Instruments Used 
The knowledge of physics that·a student brings into the class would 
certainly seem to be a major factor in his cognitive growtl:t. To.detect 
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this a pre-test was prepared using qµestions.relating.to topics and 
concepts in J?hysics that would be introduced during the course. The 
test consisted of thirty items in a multiple choice f9nnat. A copy of 
the pre-test is provided in Appendix C. The test was administered on 
the second day of class and presented to the students as a diagnostic 
tool to be used to detect the student's knqwledge of physics and as a 
guide to the level of presentation. l'he stuclents were told.it would ' , f . ' 
have no influence on their grade and neither the results nor the exam 
were available to the students after it was administered. 
The knowledge of physics that a student possessed a:f;ter completing 
the course was measured by administering a final examination covering 
the material associated with the semester's work.. The final e~amination 
consisted of fifty questions in a multiple choice fonnat, Thirty o;E. 
these questions we;re the pre-test questions. Coniparison of the lmowledge 
gained by students in the two sections of Pescriptive Physics was made 
using the pre-test and post-test scores. 
Anoth,er factor which may well influence knowledge and attitude is 
educational.set. Siegel and Siegel (16) postulated the existence of 
and created a test to measu:i:-e educational, set. Their claim is that, 
,ieducational. set comprises a continuum defined at the poles by predis-
positions to learn factual content on the one hand and conceptual con-
tent on the other." In a report. of the use of the Edu~ational. Set Scale 
(ESS), it was found that in a course emphasizing ;i.ntrinsic learner.con-. 
ditions rather than extrinsic env;ironmental conditlons, conceptually set; 
students performed better .than factually set students (P < .05). 
The Behaving and Learning Cycle is an intrinsic.phenomenon (within 
the individual) and this study investigates an approach to teaching 
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which, theoretically, more closely rna1=ones this internal cycle, Under 
the Siegel and Siegel hypotheses a conceptually set tndividual should 
respond to this approach more suc~essfully than a factually s~t individ-
ual. 
The·Educational,Set Scale was administered to all students on the 
first day of class. The test is a forc;.ed-choice, c;,bjectively scored, 
group.inventory for assessing educational set, The student is presen,ted 
with groups of three top:lcs all i;elated to s9rne course sui;:h asGovern-
ment, .Social S:t1,1dies, Natural. Sci(?nce or other:s, He is theri. asked· to 
ranl,t the topics in each set·of .three indicating the ·extent to which each 
interests the student, The rankings are m,ost, intermediate, leas(, A 
copy of tlie ESS is provided in Appendix p, 
The·· reliability of the set scale was established using the split-
test (odd-even) technique.whic4 y;telded a value of ~94. Test anc;l re-
test reliabi,lity using a 66 stµdent .group was ,92 with the tiwe interval 
between test administration ranging f~orn 1 to 5 days, 
The factors measured by the Educational Set.Scale are relatively 
independent of the factors assessed. by the ,American College Testing l?ro-
gram Composit,Score and certain of the Guilford creativity teats (16), 
The st\ldent' s ESS scc;,re was u1:1.ed in conjunction with pre-test post-test 
analysis of kriowledgl;!. gained~ as one of the covariates, 
A measurement of the attitudes of the students in eacl:i group was 
made using a locally produced Attitude Mea.s1,1re (see Appendix E), 'l'his 
measure consisted of 21 statements relating to the Descriptive Physics 
course. The·st\ldents we:i:-e asked to indicate their level of agreement 
or disagreement with each state~eµt on a five point scale. The state-
ments were selected in terms of the goals of the cot,1rse and predicted 
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outcome.attitude differences in the,two groups suggested by the teach:Lng-
learning modeL use(i, 
Approximately half of the statements were considered, negat;;i.ve state-
ments with respect to the goals of the course the other half were posi- __ 
tive statements. If there was high agreenient with the positive state-
ments and low agreement with the negative statements the st~dent was 
said to have a positive attitude toward the course~ If there was low 
agreement or disagreement: with the positive statements and high agree ... 
ment with the negative i;;tatements the student was.considered to have a 
negative attitude toward the course. 
Scoring of the individual st;atements (iepended on whether it was 
considered a positive or.a negative statenient; If it was a positive 
statement, the weight used was 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 as shown on the statement 
form, A high value indicate a high posit;i.ve feeling, a low value, a 
negative feeling toward the coU1;:$e, I;E the statement was a negat:J,ve 
statement, the weighting of the responses was :reversed, 5 = 1, 4 = 2, 
3 = 3, 2 = 4 and 1 = 5, In this manner a low response to a.negative_ 
statement generated -what was in effect a po::iitive response. 1.'he res:ult 
of this scoring sc;heme was a ra11-ge of Unal · scores fol;' the individual -
whicl:i could begin at· 21 and would indicate the moi::it ·negative response 
to.a score of.105 which would be the highest pos:i.tiv~ score, '.):'his whole. 
procedure is caJ,led the method of summated_ratings, and is credited to 
Like rt (2 7). 
Edwards (17) warns that one may not in gener~l make an interpreta-
tion of an attitude score .on a sunnned-rating scale independently of ,the 
distribution of scores of some defined group. The neutral point on a 
summed-rating score is not the midpoint of the possible range of scores. 
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The· absence of such a: point is not a handicap if .two large groups are 
being compared. It is a handicap it1 attempting to pass judgement on the 
score of a single individual. In this study oniy coritparisort of .,mean 
scores of reasonably large groups will be cortsidered~ with the:smallest 
group being ten. 
The·Attitude Measure was ·administered following the final examina-
tiono The students were told that it would not be looked. at by the in..:. 
structor until after the grades had been submitted to the Office of t4e 
Registrar. 
Anonymity was assured by there being no. request for the student ts -
name or class roll number. The only information requested apart f~o~ 
the student's response to each statement was his college, class, an.d 
gender. 
Statistical Procedures 
There are a number of fa.ctors that IT).ay have influenced the cogni-
tive-gain or the attitude of the students in the cours.e. These factors 
were not measured but were effectively ,, controlled if they were ran~ 
domly distributed throughout the two groups. 
The following factors were checked for randomness of the:i,r distri-
but:j_on. These were, sex, the college.in which the student was enrolled, 
students level in college, the size of his high school graduating llass, 
his reason for taking the course, who reconunended the course, who made 
the final decision to take the course, his high school·· course background 
and his college course science and mathematics background. Randomness 
was investigated•using a.chi-square (X 2) test~ 
The first hypotheses dealt with cognitive gain and a comparison of 
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the cognitive gairi. of the LD and PDI Groups ·was made. '. 
The statistical procedure used was. analysis of covariance, The. 
variate was the post,-test'score of each student, while the covariates 
were the pre-,test · score and the ESS score. Covariance comparison of. the 
two groups resulted in adjusted mean post-test scores which yielded an. 
F ratio test of the adjusted treatment mean square divided by the error 
mean square to be tested for significance at the 0;05 level~ 
-
Additional comparisons of adjusted me.ans were made by sub diviq.ing 
the LD and PDI Groups by the College in which the student is enrolled 
and by class in school. These are hypotheses 2 and 3. 
The influence of high school and college science and mathematics. 
courses (hypotheses 4 and 5) was studied by dividing each of the sections 
into groups who had or had not taken various.combinations of these back-
ground courses. The adjusted mean post-test scores were then compared, 
by returning to analysis of covariance as the statistical procedure, 
For the college courses .the groupings chosen were: (1) student~ 
who had taken college chemistry; (2) students who had taken college 
algebra; (3) students who had taken both chemistry and algebra; and (4) 
those students who had taken neither algebra nor chemistry, 
In the case of the high.school·course background a different scheme 
was employed. A majority of the stti.d~nts indicated that they had taken 
algebra in high school so this was ign9reci. There remained geom~try, 
trigonometry, general science, chemistry, and physics, to be considered. 
The divisions then chosen were; (1) those students who had taken one of. 
these courses; (2) two courses;. (3) three courses; (4)' four courses; 
(5) five courses; (6) none of these five courses. 
The sixth hypotheses involved the attitudes of.· the respective 
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groups. The first comparison was ari analysis of variance comparison of 
mean attitude scores for the two groups which provided an F ratio to be 
tested for significance at the Oo05 probability level. 
Further division of the t-wo groups by college and by class allowed 
additional analysis of, variance comparison of mean attitude seores. 1f · 
significance was detected at the 0.05 level of confidence, .t tests were 
used to compare particular sets of means. 
A comparison of group responses to each of·the 21 q~estions was 
carried out using t tests, This allowed determination of the source of 
the real differences in attitude between the LD and the PDI Groups. 
The seventh hypothesis required a comparison of the adjusted mean 
post-test scores of the males. and females in the two groups, An analy-
sis of covariance comparison was made. 
The statistical tests were carried out with the Oklahoma.State 
University IBM System/3600 The-analysis of variance and analysis of 
covariance were in library programs, taken from the U, C. L, A. Biomedi-
cal Programs; Program BMDOIV Analysis of Variance for One-Way Design-
Version of June 15, 1966 and BMD04V Program of Analysis of Covariance~ 
Multiple Covariate-Revised October 31, 1968. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
In troduct:Lon 
The goals of this stug.y were to compare the knowledge gained by 
the students in the two sections of Descriptive Physics,.their attitudes 
toward the course at the end of the semester, a11d to detect any relation-
ship between their success in .the course as measured by post.,...test scores. 
and their background in science and mathematics, The results of the .. 
study are presented in this chapter, 
Population Distribution 
The distribution of the $tudents by group (LD and PDI), College, 
and class is shown in Table I. This table indicates that the course 
servedstudents from the colleges of Agriculture, Arts and Sciences, and 
to a lesser extent Business, Education, and Home Economics, 
A chi-square test of the two populations was carried out to see if 
the groups differed with respect to any of the factors gained through 
the Questionnaire or with respect to their ESS Scores, A _summary of the. 
results can be found in Table II and the i~dividual chi-squ~re tables may 
be found in Tables III through XII. 
Tab le II shows that the only characteristics not randomly dis tri'r- ':. 
buted were, "College in which the student is enrolled," and "Who recom-
mended the course." A close examination of the chi-square tables for 
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TABLE I 
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY COLLEGE AND CLASS 
College Freshlilan Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate Sub-Total Percentage 
LD Group 
Agricul-ture. 10 16 24 8 58 50.9 
Arts and Sciences· 14 16 12 4 46 40.4 
Business 2 1 1 4 3.5 
Education 1 l 2 4 3.5 
Engineering. --




Sub-Total 27(23. 7%) 35(30. 7%) 37(32.5%) 15(13.1%) 114 100% 
PDI·Group 
AgriculturEr 5 4 13. 1 23 24.7 
Arts and Sci~nces 15 28 8 3 54 58.1 
Business 1 2 1 --- 4 4.3 
"Education 1 3 4 2 10 10.7 
~ngineering 
Hotne Economics 1 1 2 2.2 
Technical Institute ---
Unclassified ---
Sub:-Total 22(23.7%} 38(40.9%) 26(28%) .··6(6.4'~} 1c1n 93 100 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF• THJ~: CH+-SQUARE TESTS OF,RA;NDOM 
DISTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS FAcroRS BETWEEN 
THE· LD AND THE. PDI GROU:\,'S 
x2 
Degrees of Tabular Tabular 
Factor F+eedom Calculated 0.05 0,01 Distribution 
Gender 1 0.0002 3.$4 Random 
Class 3 3. 37 · 7,81 Random 
College 4 16,37 9.49 . 13, 28 Not random 
Ui,gh S~hool 
Graduating 5 12,47 11.07 15 .09 · Random (p > 0,01) 
Class Size 
Requil;'ed 
or 1 1. 96 3,84 Ran.dam 
Ele~tive 
Who 
Reconunen.ded 2 10.47· 5.99 9,21. Not random. 
Final 
Dec:(.sion 2 7. 7l. 5,99 9,21 Random, (p > P,01) 
High School 
Courses 6 3,62· 12,59 Random 
College 
Cour~es 5 7.82 11.07 Random 
ESS 1 1,11 · 3.84 Random 
.·h 
',!;'ABLE III 










Subtotal i.114. 93 
* Expected, f reqt.1encies in parenthe.ses 
2 x = .0002 · df = 1 











The m1:1les and· femiales are .ra,ndomly distribut:.ed between the. LD and 
PDI Groups. 
'!ABLE IV 
Clll-SQUAM TES';(' Of D!STRIEUTJ;ON EY CLASS* 
Gro1,11? 
Class LD PDI 
Freshman ' (26.99) (22 .01) 27 22' 
' 
Sophomore (40.20) (32.80) 35 ' 38 I 
Jun:i,or , (34. 70) (28.30) 37 26 
Senior ** 0,.2 .12) .(9.88) 
15 7 
Column '114 93 Subtotals 











The PDI senior group includes t;he oq.e g:i;-aduate student; enrolled, 
x 2 = 3 • 3 7 · df = · 3 
x2 = 1~a 0,05 
'.l'he st1,1dents c1-re !t'aJ;ldomly dii;;tributecl by class,. between the LP and 
PDI Groups. · 
' . . ' . * 
CHI-SQUARE TEST. OF. DISTRIBUTION BY COLLEGE . 
Group 
College. LD- PD! 





.. -·· . - . (.s's ' oi) 








Education .10 4 ... 
Home Economics 
(1. 80) (2,20) 
2 2 
Colu111Il 
Subtotal 93 114 
* Expected frequenc:d.es in parentheses, ·· 
x 2 . = 16 • 37 · d. f. ·;:; 4 










The stqdents ar.e not r~ndom.ly q.::Lstril:>uted by the colJ.ege it?- whi.ch 
they are enrolled. More than half of the x2 valu~ ~r.iseS! c:l.ue to the 
im;t;,alance of Mricult4.r,e · stqdents; 
TA~LE VI 
CHJ:-SQUARE: TEST O.F, .DIS!J;RIBUTION BY. SIZE 
OF HIGH SCHOO~ GR.ADUA'r!NG CLASS* 
High School Gradua-












1,5'~ (i9 ~07,) 















Expected frequencies in parentheses. 
x2 = 12,4733 d. f. = 5 
2 2 x0 , 05 = 11.010 x0 , 01 = 15.086 
PDI 
•' '(2'3,93) 
.. 18 . . 























There is random distribution between the LO and PDI Groups with re~ 
spei;::t to high school gr;:i.duaUng clae,s E!iZe if the 0,01 l~vel :i..s chosen. 
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TABLE v;u. 
CHI-SQUARE TEST OF D:(STR.IBU'I:!9:N BY ·,R:EASON FOR, '.CAKING THE COURSE* 
Group· 
ReE!-so:q. for Taking Course LD 
.. 
Requ:i.red 




Col.umn Subtotals ·· l.14 
''· 
* Expected f:,:;equencies in parentheses. 
x 2 . = 1. 96 
x~.o:S = 3.84 
d. L = 1 
PDI 
















car-SQUARE !EST OF,DISTRIBU!ION BY WHO RECOMMENDED l'HE COURS}j: 
G:ro\lp 
RecoJl\lllender LD PDI· 
' .. 
Advisor 77 
(66. 09) 43'/53.91) 
- ' 
Students 








Subto.tals 114·. 93 
,. 
* Expec~ed frequencies in parentheses. 













There is· not a rc1,ndom distribution of·. students y1hen; c=.lo;tssed. by 
l'who recol.Illllended ·the course1', The imbalarioe l;i.es in the o.istr;iqutioti of 
A!?;tic\llture ~ajors between.the. LO and PDI Groups. 
TA'.61;.E IX: 
CHI-SQUARE TEST OFDISTRIJ3UT10N BY "WHO MADE THE. 


























· Expected frl;!.quencies in pa:rentheses ,' 
** One s t;t1dent did not respond • t:o the question, 
2 
x = 7, 71 
2 x0 •05 = s.99 
d.£. = 2· 
2 









There is random distributfon of the stuclents classified by who· 
made the final choice that you wo\,ltcl take the q9urse at the 0,01 level 
of probability, · · 










l ' ' 
111(1,06.20) ' 89(93.30) 
'., ,' 




Geometry 85 ~86. 4'?> 77(75.57) - , 
•. ' 
, .. ,·_ 
" 




I 76(74.~9) ' 64 (65.31) 
' 
65(60.28) ' 48(52,72) Chemistry r 





' ·,.· "' 
Column ~qbtotals .462 404_ ' 
' ', 
* Expected ftequeµcies in parenthes,es. 
x2 = 3,62 · d,£. = 6 












The students are ralldomiy distributed. betweell the ~WP gJ;"oups.when 
high school ·scienc~ art<;l .mathematics c(,n3:rses are conside;ed~ . 
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TABLE XI 















. ; O (l.13) 
., 
· 14(16.95) 
LI,. (9. 60) 
,_l(0.56) 
53 (46 .)2) 
, 
148 
Expected frequenc.y in parentheses. 
2 X · - 7.82 d.f. = 5 


















ThestudentEI are rand(?mly distributed between the two gr<;>ups when 















CHI-SQUARE TEST OF DISTRIBUTION BY ·.ESS SCORE 
Group 
LD PDI 




1. 11 d.L = 1 







The students are .randomly distributed between the tw9 groups when 
considering ESS scores. 
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each of these charac.tedstic:s indicated, that the non randomness of dis- -
tributi<;m arose in both instances from an imbal.ance in the number of 
Agricu,lture-sti;tdents in ;he two g-rou,ps, Ag+'iculture st~dent;s indioated 
that their advisor was the major rec:6nu:nender of the courses:in greater 
proportion than Arts and Sciemces or the .other $tuden.ts. ln -the LD 
Group.84% of the Agriculture students indicatecl their advisor as recom-. 
· ·· mender; wh,tle by contraf:lt .only 54% of th,e A,rti;i ijnd Sciences students 
indicated their adyisor as recommender. In the PP:I; Group.the values 
were:- Agricul.tur~ 70%, and Arts and Sciences 41%, 
It is the conclusion of the investigator that these students were 
randomly distributed with respect to the_ majority of these factors and 
that statistical techniques which depend upon random.distribution may 
be used. 
Knowledge Compa;i:tsons· 
Comparisons were made_ of the km1wledge acquired by th_e two groups 
and val;'ious sub-groups using a post.,..test pre-test techn;ique. The pre.,.. 
test reliability was det~rmined using a Kuder Richardson R.el,iabil.ity 
Test and the coefficient ·was fot;1lld, to be 0.89, 
Analysis of covar:i;artce was used to provide adjusted mean post-test 
scpres fe>r testing of hypotl1'.e.ses m.1mb(;)-rs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7. The 
va-riate was the post .... test sco:i;-e.whi],.e the covariates were the pre"'.test 
score and ESS acore. TheESS scores were ri:1,ndomly #stributed between 
the two sect:i.ons and therefore shoµld provide no bias in the final re ... 
'sults. Suggestions for .;Eutureuse of the ESS 4atcl will be made in 
Chapter V. 
A more c:ompleJ;e set of data for each covariau~e prpgram i$ provided 
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in Appendix I. Theinformation includes the covariance table, the list 
of means, adjusted means, adjusted standard errors for each, and a table 
of coefficients, standard errors; and computed t valueso 
The covariance results for H~ 1 may be seen in Table-XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF LD VS PDI ADJUSTED MEAN POST-TEST SCORES 
Analisis of · Covariance . 
Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Source Freedom. Squares Square Ratio 
Difference * 1 5,32 5,32 · 0.502 
Error 203 2151. 14 10,60. 
* Difference for testing adjusted treatment means, 
The null hypothesis was: 
H 1: There is no significant differen~e (0,05 level of tonfidence) 
0 
in the knowledge ga.ined by students in the LD Group and.those in the PDI 
Group, as measured by a-pre-test and post-test administered to both 
groups. 
The·computed.F(l,203) = .50 when compared with a tabulated 
F0 •05 (1,200) = 3,89 clearly indicates acceptance of the null hYPRfJiesis~· 
A4ditional comparisons of mean adjusted post-te~t scores were made 
when the two groups (LD and PDI) were separated by college and. then by·.· 
clas.s. · The covariance results are shown in. Table XIV f9r separation by 
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TABLE Xl:V 
COMPARISON OF LD VS J.>b:t ADJUSTED MEAN POST.,.. 
TEST·· SCORES WH.~N DIVIPED BY COLLEGE -
analxsis of Covariance· 
,,q ··. 
Degrees of Sum of. Mean F 
.. Soµrce Freedom Squat"es . Squ~re Ratio 
* Difference 5 183.lO 36.l.7 · : 3,69 
Error 199 J.9n.31 9,92 
* 'Difference for testing adjusted treatment means 
The separation by college F value of F(S,199) = 3~70 compared with 
a tab1,1lated F value of F0•05 (S,200) = 2~26 shows that there is a signifi.,,. 
cant difterenc;.e in adjusted nie!3,n post':".test scores, 
A t-comparison of pa:irs of mean adjusted post ... t;esi; scot"es, however, 
revealed significant differences only.between the Agriculture, A;rt.s and 
Sciences, and Other Groups within the PDI section but not between the 
LD and PD! Groups, The mean adjust;eµ post-test scores are.shown iq 
Table XV, 
'.CABLE XV 
TABLE OF ADJUSTED MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS 
Treatment. Adjusted. 
Group College. Me;:ln. Mean SE·Adjµsted 
LD Agriculture 17.48 17.84 0,42 
Arts & Sciences 1~.41 1.8,63 0.47 
Other* 19.30 19,44 i~oo 
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TABLE XV (Continued): 
Treatment. Adjusted 
c;;roup College Mean. · Mean SE Adjusted 
PDI Agriculture 16.35 16. 73 .. 0~66 
Arts & Sciences 19.67 18.89 · o. 45 · 
Other 20.56 20.63 0.79 
* Other includes Business, Education, Home Economics 
The second hypothesis was: 
H 2: There is no significant difference (0.05 level of confidence) 
0 
in the knowledge gained by the LD and PDI students enrolled in the 
various colleges. This hypothesis will be accepted on the basis bf in-
formation in Tables XIV and XV. 
The third hypothesis involved separation by class and the covariance 






COMPARISON OF LD VS PDI ADJUSTED MEAN POST-
TEST SCORES WHEN DIVIDED BY CLASS 


















The separation by class F value for the two gr<;mps F(7,197) = 2o23 
when compared with an F tabulated value of F
OO 05 
(7, 200) = 2, 05 shows 'a 
minimal significant difference be.tween the adjusted mean post-test· 
scores. However, the number of persons in some of the classes is so 
small.that no attempt will be made to claim.a general pattern of sig.,. 
nificance. 
The third hypothesis: was: 
H 3: There is no significant diff~rence (0.05 level of confidence) 
0 
in the knowledge gained by the LD and PDI students of different class 
levels. 
This hypothesis.was accepted although data collected over a number 
of semesters might yield some general pattern as the number of people 
in each group became great enough to allow more adequate comparisons. 
The fourth and fifth hypotheses dec1-l with the influence of hlgh 
school and college mathematics and science courses on the students' 
learning as indicated by their mean post-test.scores. 
H 4: There is no significant difference (0.05 level of confidence) 
0 
in the knowledge acquired by LD and PDI students having significantly 
different high school mathemad.cs and science preparation. 
The courses involved in testing the hypothesis were geometry, 
trigonometry, general science, chemistry artd physics. The student 
divisions were based on whether the student pad had none, one, two, 
three, four or all five of these courses. Thecovarfance results are. 






COMPARI,SON OF LD VS PD! ADJUSTED' :MEAN POST.:..TEST 
SCORES Wl'IEN. DIVIDED l3Y H!Gl{ SCHOOL SCIENCE 
AND MATHEMATICS C.OURSE ~ACKGROUND 
Analisis of Covariance 
,(,; . 
Degrees of· Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Square 
l.J, l,55.17 '. 14 •. 11 
193 2001.30 10.37 





l'he calculated F ratio of. F(ll~l93) = 1,36 is much smaller .than 
the tabulated F(ll,200) = 1.83. There;fote, H 4is accepted, High 
0 
school course background is qf .li tt,Le influence in Descript;i.ve Physics, .. 
in terms of student test pe,rformance. 
The hypothesis relating to c91J,ege course backg.round wa~: 
H 5: There is no sign:l;l:icant'difference (0,05 level.of confidence) 
0 
in the knowledge gained by the LD and PDI st\,ldents wit):l. different back-
ground in cqlle!ge, algebra and ch~m:lst;ry. 
The covariance analysis dealing with this hypothei;;es is giyen in. 
Table XVIII. 
TABI,.E XVIII 
COMPARISO,N OF LD VS P~I ADJUSTED MEAN POST-TE.ST SCORE.S. WUEN 
DIVIDED BY COLLEGE MATHEMTAICS AND SCIENCE BACKGROUND 
~ai;2},is of Covadat1ce 
Degt;"ees · o:f; . · Sum pf M:ean 
-··· 'S'ourc'e Freedom Square$ Square 
Difference* 
. 





TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
Analysis of Covariance 
Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Source Freedom Squares Square Ra tip 
Error 7 59 .55 · 8,51 · 
* Difference for testing adjusted treatment mean1:1, 
A tabulated F val'l,le of.F(7,200) = 4,05 compa;-ed with a calcl,llated 
F ratio,of·F(7,197) = 0.80 shows th~t the:i;-e is no difference in the mean 
adjusted post-,-test scores t'or persons wi.th d,iffering college ·algebra and . 
chemistry course l;>aokgtounds; H
0 
5 is accepted, Again th~ course 
offered no advantage to students with these courses in their background, 
Atti.tude Compariso.ns. 
Analysis of variance·was used to compare the mean attitu4e score$ 
of the two Groups, The hypothesii;; to be .tested, wae,;: 
H 6: There is no signifi.cant difference (0;05 level of con:Udence) 
0 
in the .attitudes toward the c;.ourse e:l!:pressed by those students :1,n the 
LD Group.and those.in the PDI Group, as measurecl by a'Q. attitu,de q1.1es-
tionnaire adn}inistered to both groups at.t:he end of tlie seµi,ester, 
1:he AOV summary is shown in Table XIX. The F ratio value of 26.85 
as compared with F0105 tabulated value of 6.67 ind:i.cated a major dif-
ference in .the meai;i A.ttitude Measure Scores of tq.e ·two Grqups.and·caused 




ATTIT.UDE SCORE 'l'OTAL GROUl' .COMPARISON AOV TABLE 
Degrees of Som o;E Mean F F 
0.01 
Sou:i:-ce F:i:-eedom Squares Square Ra tic:, (l,200) 
Treatments 1 3790.51 3790 ,51 · 26,85 6,76 
Error 207 29228.25 141,ZO 
When these two groups we:re futther divided by coJ,.lege and by ala~s, 
statistically significant diffetences .in mean att.itude scores were .ob-
served. See 'l'able XX. for d:i.v:tsion, by college and Table .XXI for division 
by class, The division by .colle$e F ratio was 5.96 an4 exce.eded a tabu-
lated .value of F
0 
.• 05{5,200) = 2.26, 'l'h~ divisio~ by class F tatio· wa.s 
2,35 and exceeded a tabulated val'ue of F0 , 05 (22,150) = 1~61,. 
TABLE xx; 
ATTJTUDE · SCORE. DIVISIOij BY COl,.LEGE AOV TABLE 
Degrees of Su,m of Mean .. F Fo.05 
Source F:t'eedom Squa:i:-es Square Ratio (5 ,2·00) · 
Treatment 5 4226~92 845.38 5.96 2,26 
Error 203 28792 .oo 141.83 
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TABLE XXI · 
ATTITUDE SCORE DIVISION BY CLASS AOV TABLE 
Degrees of Sum of· Mean F Fo.os 
Source Freedom Squares Square Ratio (22;:iso) 
Treatment 22 7202.13 327.37 2.35 1.61 
Error 186 25816. 85 138. 80 
Hypotheses were not originally proposed for division by college and 
by class. The significant differences in Mean Attitude scores, however, 
warrant a more detailed inspection. 
This more detailed inspection of student attitude differences was 
carried out by using at comparison of the mean attitude scores of each 
group on each question. The results are shown in Table XXII. 
Statistically significant differences (0.05 level of confidence) 
are indicated with an asterisk by the t valueo The F ratio indicated iri 





(100,100) = 1.39 allow the use of pooled variance t tests for com-
parison of means. This value is .exceeded in six cases ·namely in ques.;. 
tions 6, 8, 10,.12, 17 and 20. The differences in mean scores in 
statements 6, 10, 12 and 20 are so great that theire is no .difficulty 
with non homogeneity of variance. The F value in: 17 still indicates 
homogeneity of variance at the 0.01 level of confidence which leaves 
only number 8 unresolved. This investigator believes'. that the general 
homogeneity of variance among· the ~ajority of questions will .allow t · 
comparison of the mean responses to question 8. The discussion of the 
implication of these differences on the study will be given in Chapter 
v. 
Figure 2 will provide a more graphic comparison of the mean scores 
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TABLE XX.II 
T COMPARISON OF MEAN A!TITUDE. SCORES OF THE L.D VS PDI GROUPS 
M1=,an Sta11idard· F Degrees of t 
Question Type . Group Sc.~r~ · Deviation Ratio. Freedom .. Score 
1 + LD 2.31 1.44 
PDX 2.85 1. 48. 1.05 · 209 2.65* 
2 + LD 3.20 1.29 
PDI 4.11 1.11 1,39 210 5,46* 
3 LD 3.09· 1.33 
PDI ,3, 43 · 1,16 1.31 · 210. 1,93 
4 LD 3,85 1.24 
PDI 3,88 1.24 1,00 208 o. 77 
5 + LD 3.18 1,34 
PDI 3.47 1.26 1,15 210. 1.64 
6 LD 3,74 1.32 · 
PDI 4,37 1,.04 1.61 209 3,75* 
7 + LD 3.93 1. 14 
PDI 4.32 1.02 1.25 209 2.60* 
8 -. LD 4,22 1.04 
PDI 4;55 o.so 1.69 210 2,52* 
9 LD 4.25 1.05 
PD;r. 4. 47 · 0.97 · 1,17 210. 1.63 
10 LD 3.01 1 • .31 
PDI 4.20 1.10 1.43 · 210, 7.Q6~ 
11 LP 3.92 1.19 
PDI 4.19 1.07 1.26 210 1. 71* 
12 + LD 2,97 1.38 
PDI 3.83 1.15 1.43 209 4,.76* 
13 + LD 4.04 1.19 -
PDI 4,23 1.16 1.05 210 1.13 
14 LD 4,31 1.01 
PDI 4.30 1,.08 1,15 210 0.07 
15 LD 3.78 1,34 
PDI 3.94 L23 1,)..8 210 - 0.86 
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TABLE XXII (Conti:nued) 
Mean Standa,rd F Deg:t:'ees of t 
Question Type ,Group Score· Deviation Rat;i.o Freedom Scar~ 
16 LD 3.63 L29 · 
PDI 4.05 1.17 1~21 209 2~48* 
17 + LD 3 .• 61 1.20 
PD]; 3~92 0.99 1.47 208 2,05*· 
18 + LD 4,06. 0.99 
PD;[ 4.02 1,06 L16 208 0,27 
19 LD 3.l9 ~.~33 
PDI 3.24 1.22 1.19 210 o. 24 '. 
20 J,,.D 3,57 1.J9 
PDI 4. 38 · o. 83. 2.04 210 5,55* 
21 + LD 3.78 l.17 
PDI 4.30 0,84 1,19 210 3,67* 
* Indicates a significant difference at the 0.05 level of confidence, 
* 
figure, 2. Attitu~e Statements 
Lecture Pemo~stration Group Mean R~-
i:;ponse. 
Presentation, Disc~ssion, Inte~ac~ 
tion Group.Mean Response. 
Indic;:,ates a statistically .significant 
differenoe in -:respons~ of the LD and 
PDI G:i;-oup. 





1. Had the course not been required, I would have* 
signed up anyway + 
2. I would recommend this course to friends as a* 
general educa-tion requirement. 
3. In comparison with other general studies re-
quirements, physics is much more difficult_. 
4. Homework was of no relevance to the course. 
5. I expect that the study of physics will help me 
in other courses later in my career. 
6. I came into the course expecting little, and* 
was not disappointed. 
7. Even though I am reluctant to admit it, the* 
course has been interesting. 
8. This course could be understood only by the* 
brightest student. 













10. I believe that more -than 60% of the students* 
disliked the subject. 
. * 11. If this course were not require-cl, there would 
be no enrollment. 
12. I believe this course would benefit all* 
college students .. 





program was fair. + 
14. This course involved more rote memorization 
than thinking. 
15. A ~ood knowledge of mathematics was needed 
to follow most of the physics taught. 
16. It was obvious that well prepared science* 
students were in the mind of the persons 
designing this course. 
. * 17. Doing my homework helped greatly in my under-
standing the material. 
18. This was a good textbook. 
19. More questions and problems should have been 














20. Critical thinking was encouraged in the 
c-lassroom. 













associated with each of the ql}estions. The mean so.ores have l;>een trans-
lated ;i.nto l,.~vels of agreen+ertt ,;1.nd disagreement, keeping in mind whe.ther 
the question was a .positive one· or a: neg~t;ive one. Two eiamples we~lcl. 
be qt1estion l: and question 6. 
Question l is a positive qt,1.estiop, il'.ldicating that a favorable re'r" 
sponse would confo:r;m.,to•one o:f the goa,lsof the cot1rse. Sco:res of 2,31 
tor the LD Group.,;1.ncj 2.85 fo;r the PD! Group ind:i,q.at~ disagreement with 
this positive statement,• Sul;>tracting th~se sccn:es from 3, which woul4 
be a. neutral response, yields the leve;l, of d:i.sagJ:"eement for each group,.· 
IdeaJ,.ly .both groups,• had :the :oour$e ,.not been one ·ju.st required for, 
their degree, woulq haye indicated .a wi:1-1:Lngness to sign up anyway. · In 
this case the FD! Gro,up disagl';'ee'1 to a '.l,esser extent than the LD Gro1,1p. 
which iri a devious faeh;i.on is an advantage in terms of the s~udy. 
In questiop, 6 which is a negat~ve q~estion .a g:rfeat deal of dis-
agre~ent by both groups.is shown. Agreement with this question would 
have been tindesirabl,e for either group~ Again the ;em: Group. disagrees 
more strongly indicating an adv,;1ntage for t;li.e :PD! Group ;in the attitude 
comparison •. 
In surprna:i:y, tli.ere were twelve st:atisti~ally significant differences· 
in response to the twenty one attitude.questions 9r stat;e'!llents,. In·eagh 
case the difference in response favored the PD! Group, There wer,e a 
number of questions such as quality of te~tl;>pok, relevance of homewqrk? 
value of this subject; etc~, for whii;h the;re was no stat:lst;i.cal, differ.-
ence in respo11se. These q1,1estio:ris were generally ones whic;:h d:i,d not 
c.1.epend on. the teaching approach used and· sho1,1ld not have elicited dif- .. 
fering respon1;1es. 
'l'here is a very sttong'advanta,ge shown in the attitude of t:he :PDI 
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Group tow-ard the course, not only statistically significant as shown 
by analysis of -variance and t .compc;1risons but by .virtue of .. careful 
reading o::e the ir1dividual questions; 
The las.t hypothesis represents an attempt to detect .any relation-
ship between the. gender of the persons in the two groups and their post-
test scores~ Analysis of covariance was again used'and the.results are 
shown in Table XXIII. 
The F ratio of 2.42 is less than the tabulated value of F0 •05 (3,200) 
= 2.65. This lead to th.e acceptance of H 6, 
0 
H ·. 6: There is no statistically significant difference in the 
0 
adjusted mean post-test scores of the LD vs PDI Group when divided into 





TABLE XXIII ·· 
COMPARISON OF LD VS PSI ADJUSTED MEAN POST-TEST 
SCORES WHEN DIVIDED BY MALE AND FEMALE· 
Analisis of Covariance 
Degrees of Sum of. Mean 
Freedom Squares Square 
3 ·. 75.28 25.09 
201 . 2081.19 10.35 




A final.comparison of the LD vs PDI Groups can be made. in terms of 
outside help sought. No hypothesis was formulated with respect to this 
factor, but a comparison can be given~ A tally of the number of stu~ 
dents visiting the two instructors was kept; The results were 47 visits 
by members of the LD Group and 8.2 visits by members of the somewhat 
smaller PD! Group. 
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The original scores used in the analysis of covariance comparison 
of post~test scar~~ are given in Appendix G. The origin~! data used in. 
the analysis of variance of attitude scores are provided.in.Appendix H, 
CHAPTER V 
$U}jMJ\RY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RE:OOMMENDATIQNS 
Summary 
The- objective of this study .was to (:levelop an approach to teachi:og. 
an :i.ntroclucto:ry physics course by seet<.:Lug the gµic;la:q.ce of edup.ationa:!-
psycht:>;Logy and its unfieretan,ding of .. t;he t~ac4ing-learning pro.cess •. ' 
l'he modet chosen was the A. p. Woodruff. (40) ~yber:p,et:i...c m.odel of 
the Behav:irig, and Learning Cycle~ Teac,hing, accord.in,g .· to Wqodruf f, in.,.. 
voJ,.ve$, gaining access to the Beh.aving and. Leart1ing Gycle us:f.ng symbolic 
and verbal processes of .ipteraet:i;,on with: the student. The cycle e~is.ts 
wit;hin the student an.d is. a cl9sed, loop.. If the tericher can ga:i.1;1 access 
through symbolic ap.d verbal p:rocesse$, he,can guide-the :internal ma1;1ipu-
lation C,:,f conc~ptllal, processes, l;l.elp the 1;11;udent in deci.aion making, 
aic:l the student in trial of learned c~:mc:iepts in .'reali,sJic situ.ations, .· 
ai;icl assist in the interpretation of fe~c;lback.ftom tJ:io,5e trials. 
0£ th~ae ~· f!rpcesses, Wooclruff' i;uggested that. the doing. o:i:; .act-
;ing i;t;<;1.ge (alse ca;l..led validation c;,r shaping up) wai;,most,often miss:i,ng 
from. instt"Uction, and th,at thi!:I is where feelings'bec;:ome associated with 
objects., processes, or concepts. 
Tl:>.e teaching approach the chosen for Desctiiption Physics. involved .. 
providiµg reg~lar opportunitj;es for the shaping up or val,1.c;la.t:ion p:roces1;1 
to occur. '.rhis was accomplished by briefly presenting t:he topic o:r; 
concept,, provid.ing som~ diso4!;lsi()n or responi;e to student'qµe!3tions, 
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and then raising a question to which the student must respond on the 
basi~ o:1; his current understandings of the concepts ;i.p.volved. Where 
possible such questions were posed using demonstration apparatus, ~his 
'l;equest to the stµdent required an adjustive act on his part. He might 
look at the apparatus again, reinterpret his own ideas, reevaluate 
clas~ d;i.scussion but finally he had to commit himself to a proposed 
so1µtion by vote. Feeling reactions .a.re associated with this trial 
stage o;f learning. 
Th;i.$ mc;,del µsing the suggestion of John Fowler (20) should, since 
it is based on e-xisting th~ory, l:lllow determination pf hypotheses to be 
tested for a simple yes"':'nci effect. 'l'he ml?,jor 'hypotheses in th:i;s study 
were con<;ierned with the possibiJ,.ity of detecting differences in knowl-. 
edge.gained between the LD and PDI Grpups·and differences in attitud~s 
toward .the course. 
Conclusi.ons 
Differences in knowledge gained were not detected put diffe1:eri.c¢s 
in att:i,~ude were p1;esent, when c;:omparing the LD and PDI Groups. 
McKeachie (40), Dubin and Tareggia (13), in their surveys of studies 
inyolving comparison of teaching method$, :Predi.cted the knowledge ga;in 
null. result for the reasoI).s presented in Chapter II, Dupin and 
Tarreggia in the conclusion of their survey made the foll9wing observa-
tion: 
We can no longer be sati~fied that there are pedagogical 
theories that confirm and predict the advantage of one teach-
ing method over another. We::are now convinceq. ·that· the proper 
conceptqalization of the problem , , • is to build a 11\odel or 
models of the learning-teaching process in which P-ed..QgQSY-. is 
only one input into the process, although admittedly a c.omple;ic 
one. 
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In spite of the null result; in knowledge g9ined between the LD and 
PDI Groups, other attempts we~e made to detect differences by sub-
dividing the two ma~or groups by college, and by class. No significant 
differences were detected, One J;"eason for this,; 1'1,0t confirmable from 
the design nor the data of this study, may have been the use of a 
multiple choice format for the pre..-test and post-test. The LP Group 
had, regular multiple choice e:l!:aminatiQn$ through,out the semester while 
the PDI Group had handoutE:l with general questions to be answered in 
sentence form for most of their testing program, This may have left 
the PDI students unprepared for the final e;x:c1.mination in the fo:rm. used, 
'I;he.re were statist:i,.cally significapt differences (Q.05 level of 
confidence) in knowledge gained within the PDI Group when mean adjusted 
post-test scores were compared. The Agriculture students' mean score 
was 16,7, the Arts and Sciences students' mean score was 18.9 and.the 
Other students' mean scoJ;"e was 20.6. A claim that each group i:esponds 
dHferently to the PDI approach c;.ould be made, and if the goal of the 
study had peen to detect. differences among students enrolled in the 
various colleges, then the ijusiness, Education, and Home Economics 
students out performed the others. The number of students in the three 
groups we;re: Ag;riculture, 23; A;rts and Sciences, 54; and Other, 16, 
Final judgement qn this question should be made only after multiple 
applications of the PDI teaching approach. This represents a point for 
further study. 
A fonnal attempt to engender attitude and feeling responses was a 
major feature of the PDI teaching strategy. The measurement of the 
attitudes of the students towal;'d the course at the end of the semester 
showed a marked difference between the two groups, '.('he AOV comparison 
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of the total group attitude scores had an F ratio of 26.85 compared with 
a tabulated F value of F
0001
(1,200_ = 6.76, !he AOV comparison of the 
two groups divided into colleges had an F ratio of 5.96 compared with 
a tabul.at~d F
0001
(5,200) = 3.11. Division by class atter divii;;ion by 
group and then college showed statistically significant differences in 
means but the number of students in some of the classes was too small 
to allow any thing but·speculation about such differences. 
The most meaningful information about attitude differences comes 
from the student's response to the 21 statements, These were phrased 
in such a way as to reflect the student's feeling toward the various 
facets o:1; the course, 
The statements (see Figure 2, Chapter IV) are identified as being 
positive or negative. If student's attitudes toward the course are 
positive then.all+ statements should be accompanied by levels of agree-
ment and a.11 ~ statements by lewels of disagreement, 
Of the 10 positive statements 8 showed levels of agreement, One, 
involving signing up had the course not been required (No, 1) showed 
levels of disagreement for both groups, with lesse'.t!' disagreement e~hibit-
ed by the PDI Groups, The remaining statement, dealipg with a feeling 
that the course would be of benefit to all college students (No. 12), 
showed disagreement on the part of the LD Group but agreement by the 
PDI Group. This is an interesting paradox. Neither group would really 
be willing to sign up if the course were not :required but the PDI Group 
did feel that the course would be of benefit; to all college students 
whereas the LD Group did not. Each would recommend the course to 
friends (No. 2), but the PDl students were much more positive in this 
response. 
Of the 11 negative statements all elicited disagreement, The 
strongest disagreements were associated.with the statement suggesting 
that this course could be understood by only the brightest student 
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(No. 8), and the statement "I have seen no value in this aubject," (No, 
9), l'he statement, "I came int;o the course expecting little and was 
not disappointed," (No, 6) elicited a much stronger disagreement from 
the PDI Group than the LD Group. The negative statement reflecting the 
greatest ditference in response between the LD and ];>DI Groups was "I 
believe that more than 60% of the students 'dislike ··i;.he subje'¢t, '·' (No~· 
10). The· PDI students disagreed w'hile the LD students were neutral. 
There were a number of the statements for which t;he two groups 
showed no statist;i.cally significant difference in respons·e. lhese 
statements dealt with the difficulty of the course compared'with other 
general studies requirements (No. 3), homework (No. 4), expected con-, 
tl;'ibution of physics in other courses (No. 5), value of the subject 
(No. 9), fairness of the testing program (No, 13), quality of textbook 
(No. 18), etc. These questions for the most part related to factors not 
associated with the different teaching prpcedures and had not been ex-
pected to yield disagreement; be.tween the two groups. 
In summary, both groups exhibited positive attitudes toward De-
scriptive Physics. The LP Group had a mea)l attitude score of 75.29, 
the PDI Group 83.87, On.!:!- scale ranging from 21, which would be a 
totally neg9 tive response., to 105 which would be a completely positive 
response, both values ate above the theoretical miclpoint value of 63. 
Edwards (17) warns against assuming that the arithmetic midpoint is in 
fact the midpoint on the attitude continuum, but both values are suffic-
iently above 63 to be considered positive responses, 
The following aonclusions result from this stu.dy: 
1. There were no detectable differences in knowledge gai.ned when 
comparing the LD and PDI Groups, 
2. There was a strong statistically significant (0,01 level.of 
confiden,ce) difference in the attitude.of the students toward Descrip-
tive Physics, with the :PDI exhibiting a.mqrepositive response. 
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The th~oretical model .chosen as a guide for the teaching procedures 
allowed the prediction that there should be greater feeling and more 
active attitude development: in the experimeri.tal group and this apparently 
occurred, 
3. There was no detectable difference in mean adjusted post-test 
scores of students with differing backgrounds in college and high school 
mathematics and science, 
In the General Information for Physics 10+4 sheet, given each stu-
dent at the beg;i.nni.ng of the semester, the suggestion was made that 
"Students are spec;lfically assured that failure to enroll. in advanced 
sciences or mathematics at the high school level does not represent any 
particular obstacle. to successful completion of th,e course." Resu+ts 
of the study validate this assurance~ 
4. In a like manner~ this study has shown .. that there ;ls no advan-
tage yielded to either males or females, by either approach used. Com-
parison of mean adjusted post ... test scores showed ;no statistically sig ... 
nificant differences. 
Recommendations 
1. This same approach should be used ov~r a number of semesters 
to gain, large enough population in some of the categories (Education, 
Business, Seniors, Home Economics) to provide better statistical com-
parison of both knowledge and attitude mean scores. 
2o Multiple use of this same approach would allow development of 
teaching or questioning apparatus and allow refinement of the model 
for the teaching of introductory ~hysics. 
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3. Statistical procedures such as multiple covariance, may again. 
be used with the addition of mo.re covariates such as ACT Scores, to 
allow greater sensitivity in the measurement of knowledge differences. 
4. In this study much demographic information was gathered from 
the students, as well as pre-test, and post-test.and E.S.S. The use of 
factorial analysis would enable the researcher to look for interaction 
between some of these variables. This level of analysis may be required 
to detect significant differences in cognitive gains. 
5. The achievement of an improved attitude toward introductory 
physics in a group of students, most of whom.are required to take the 
course, is an important step. 
The results of this study would indicate the advantage of trying 
this approach to others who have responsibility for introductory physics 
courses, although it is recognized that the approach requires much 
planning and cannot be undertaken lightly. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION SHEETS 
Dr. D. L. Rutledge, Office B-14 (Assisted by John Lay-
man, Office B-57) 
Ballif & Dibble, Conceptual Physics. This, we believe, 
will prove to be an excellent text; The selection and 
ordering of topics covered matches the instructors' in-
terests closely and it is written with an appropriate 
scientific vocabulary and mathematical content. This is 
the only reading material to be assigned in the course 
and the student's first responsibility is to study it 
dilisently. . . 
Our objectives in Physics 1014 are essentially the same 
as those of the authors as set forth in the preface, We 
refer the student to this material as a first reading 
assignment. 
Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites to the course other than a 
genuine interest in the subject matter, Students are 
specifically assured that failure to enroll in advanced 
sciences or mathematics at the high school level does 
not represent any particular obstacle to success;ful 
completion of the co~rse. 
Mathematics: Mathematics has long been the shorthand of the physical 
sciences and is rapidly becoming more important in both 
the social & biological sciences, The mathematics of 
this course will consist of the basic principles and 
operations of high school algebJ;"a, One of our objec-
tives will be to help the student reacquire any lost 
competence in this area. We will, however, ma~e every 
attempt in the classroom and during testing to distin-
guish between an understanding of the basic principles 
of physics and their expression in mathematical form. 
Class Notes: We assume that the student will study the textbook dili-
gently and therefore much o;f the class time will be 
devoted to illustrating and giving detailed applications 
of the principles set forth in the text, Since many of 
the illustrations which we provide will not.be available 
in the text, the importance of .a good set of ·classnotes 







Homew ·rk, in the form of questions and simple problems, 
will be assigned regularly. Due to the size of the 
class and the limited grading help available these will 
not, in general, be collected for grading. They will, 
however, serve to illustrate basic concepts, to provide 
experience in the application of these concepts, and to 
uncover areas where further discussion and study are 
required, Students are urged to complete each assign-
ment promptly, to keep a complete written record of such 
work, and to raise questions inunediately when any assign-
ment cannot be completed.. The hourly examinations. will 
draw heavily on these ass.ignments and it is possipl.e .· 
that class notes and problem work will be available for 
the student's use during the exam period. 
Attendance will not be used as a factor in determining 
grades but class7ttendance is considered essential to 
proper assimilation of the subject matter and will be 
checked regularly. Students missing class unnecessarily 
should not expect individual instruction over the work 
missed. To facilitate checking roll, a seating chart 
will be prepared and students are requested to occupy 
the assigned seat throughout the semester, 
Four one-hour exams will be used to establishe the course 
grade. Content and format.of each exam will be announced 
well ahead of time, The letter grade for each student 
will be determined on each exam using standard statisti-
cal procedures, However, it is our hope that no student 
who attends conscientiously and works industriously will 
receive an unsatisfactory grade in the course. A com-
prehensive examination~ be given during finals week, 
~:·No Make-Up exams will be scheduled. If a student misses one of 
the regular exams due to circumstances beyond his control, the compre-
hensive final will be assigned double weight in arriving at the course 
grade. 
Office Hours: Physics cannot, in general, be learned in isolation, 
Full understanding comes only after considerable communi-
cation and argument between student and teacher. You 
are encouraged to raise questions in class, to take ex-
ception to statements made in the text or by instructors, 
to request further clarification, and to stop by after 
class for additional conversation, To facilitate such 
an interplay we are setting aside approximately two hours 
each day in which one of the instructors will be avail-
able to help you in any way we can. The hours have pur-
posely been set in the afternoon when many students are 
free of classes. Homework assignments are designed to 
help you learn physics. Frequently the best way to do 
this is to arrive at tentative answers or solutions and 
MW Th F 
MT W Th 
1:30 to 2:30 
3:30 to 4:30 




GENERA,L INFORMAT~ON FOR PHYSICS 1014.2 
Instructor: John LaYJnan, Office B-57 (Assisted by D. L. Rutledge, 
Office B-14) 
Text: Ballif 6 Dibble, Conceptual Physics.. l'his, we ,believe,· 
will prove to be·· an . excell.ent text. The· selection apd 
ordering of topics covered matches the inst;ructors' in-
terests closely and it is written with an appropriate 
sc:i,entific vocabulary and mathematicd content. This is 
the only reading material ~d be assigned iri the· c.c;>Urse 
and the studentis 'first res2onsibil:i,ty is to study it 
diligently. · · · · · 
Objectives; Our objectives in Physics 1014 are essentially the same 
as thc;,se of the authors as set forth in the preface. We 





There are no prerequ;isites to. the course other than a 
genuine interest in the subject matter.· Students are 
speci,ficall,y assu'l:'ed that failure to enroll.in advanced 
sciences or mathematics at the high school.level does 
not represent any particular .obst,;1cle to succ¢ssful com-. 
pletion of the course. 
M.athematics has long been the .shorthand of the physical. 
sciences and is rapidly becomins more important in both 
tl).e social and biolog:i,cal scieµces. The mathematics of 
this course will·consist of the basic principles and 
operatiollS of high school algeb];'a. One of our objectives 
will be to help the student reacquire any·lost·competence 
in this area. We will, however, make every attempt. in 
the classroom.and during testing to distinguish between. 
anunderstanding of the .basic principles of physics and 
their_expression in.mathematical fonn. 
We assume that the student will study the textbook dili-
gently and therefore muc'q of the class .time 'will be de-
voted to illustrating and giving detailed applicc';ltions 
of the principles set forth in the te:l!;t. , Since many of 
the illu~trations which we provide will not ·be available 
in the text, the irnp.ortance of a good se.t · of classnotes 
cannot.be overemphasized, 
Homewqrk: · Homework; :j_n the form of questions and simple problems, 
will be assigned regularly, These assignments will serve 
Ev al ua tion and 
G:i::ading: 
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to illustrate basic concepts, provide experience in their 
application, and uncover areas where.further discussion 
and study are required. Students· are urged to compl~te 
each assignment'promptly, to keep a complete written 
record of such work, and to raise ql.iestiops'immediately 
when any assignment cannot be completed~., Pace of the 
course and the direction taken by the instructor will 
depend significantly on students' response to such items •. 
Thus it is important that you tackle an assignment on 
time in order that you can affect subsequent instruction. 
Homework will, on occasion, be collected for grading, 
No regular examinations wil.1 be given in the course. In-
stead the grade w:ill be est:;ablished on the basis of a 
series of 30 to 40 homework papers and in-class quizes~ 
These will be evaluated on a. point basis with each stu,-
dent expected to keep track of his cumulative point 
record during the term. The point distribution for the 
entire class will be posted weekly with tentative letter 
grade markers so that each individual can determine his 
or her standing in the class. No provision will be made 
to make up missed homework or quizzes~ It is assumed 
that class attendance will be consistent and the .numbe.r 
of papers will be such that one or two absences.should 
not affect the grade, Special consideration will be 
made for studertts who have prolonged absences due to 
serious illness provided that·the circumstances are made 
clear to us promptly at the time of .the absences. 
A comprehensive exai:nination will be given during finals 
week and will count one-fourth in the determination of 
the course grade. 
Office Hours: Physics cannot; in general, be learned in isolation, 
Full understanding comes only after considerable com-
munication and argument between student and teacher, 
You are encouraged to raise questions in class, to take 
exception to statements made in the text or by instruc-
tors, to request further clarification, and to stop by 
after .class for additional conversation. To facilitate 
sqch an interplay we are setting aside approximately two 
hours each day in which one of the instruc;.t6rs will be 
available to help you in any way we can. The hours have 
purposely been set in the afternoon when many students 
are free.of classes, Homework assignments are designed 
to help you learn physics. Frequently the best way to 
do this is to arrive at tentative answers or solutions 
and then to "tl;'y them out" on your.instructor. We 
recommend such an approach and will be available in Room 
B-57 (directly below the lecture hall) according to the 
following schedule: 
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then to "try them out" on your instructor. We recommend 
such an approach and will be available in Room B"."57 
(directly below the lecture hall) according to the 
following schedule: · 
MW Th F 
MT W Th 
1:30 to 2:30 
3:30 to 4:30 




Name Student No~ 1,2;3 (1) Male 4 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -......... ....-~ . 
Last· First Middle (2) Female 
To Respond - Circle the correct answer 
Class (1) Fr. (2) So. (3) Jr. (4) Sr; 5 
College (1) Agriculture. (2) Arts and Sciences · (3) Business (4) Edu- 6 
cation (5) Eng:i,.neering (6) Horne Economics (7) Technical 
Institute (8) Unclassified 
Si:;i;e of your high sch1;.>0l graduating cla,~s? 
(1) 0-50 (2) 50-100 (3) 100-200 (4) 200-300 (5) 300-500 
(6) 500+ 
Why are you taking this course? 
(1) It is required (2) As an elective 
7 
8 
Who reconunended this course? 9 
(1) Your college advisor (2) Other stuc;lents (3) High 
School teacher (4) Parents (5) Self 
Who -111ade the final decision? 10 
(1) Advisor (2) Selt (3) Self and Advisor 
Which of these high s choo 1 courses have_ you, taken? 
(11) First year Algebra (12) Second year Algebra 
(13) Geometry (14) Tr~gonometry (15) General- Science 
(16) Chemistry (17) Phys;i.cs 
11-17 
Which of these college courses have you taken? 18-.23 
(18) College Algebra (19) Solid Geometry (20) Trigon01netry 




1. Combine and simplify the following fraction; 1 + 1 1 4 6 -3 = 
(1) 3 (2) 2 (3) 12 (4) 4 (5) 1 
7 3 5 6 12 
2. Given 3n + 4 = 16, Solve for n, 
(1) 20 -3 (2) 4 (3) 16 7 (4) l 4 
3. Given 5(x - 2) = 40. Solve for x. 
(1) 38 
5 
(2) 5 (3) 10 (4) 6 
(5) None of the above values 
(5) None of the above 
4,' Write the number 0.25 in power of 10 notation. 
(1) 25 x 102 (2) 2.5 x 10-1 (3) 
(5) None of the above 
t:1me (sec) 
6. Newton's first law o:I; motion is: 
1 2 .5 x 10 ' (4) 3 2.5 x 10 
The area under the.curve 
between O and 3 seconds 
is: 
(1) 45 
(2) 45 ft. 
(3) 15 ft, 
(4) 5 ft. 
(5) None of the above 
(1) As the mass of an object increase~ so must its velocity. 




(3) An object at rest tends to remain at re!;!t., while an object in 
motion tends to remain in motion in a straight line, unless 
acted upon by an outside force. 
(4) For every action there is an equal but opposite reaction, 
(5) As the temperature of a confined gas rises its pressure must 
also rise. 
7. A man walks 3miles East then turns and walk$ 4 miles North. The 
magnitude of his displacement at this point is? 
(1) 7 (2) 7 m:i,les (3) 12 miles (4) !5 miles (5) · 5 
8. Newton's Second Law of Motion is given in the form F =.ma~ If you 
exert a force of 50 lbs on an object and its acceleration is 





(1) 500 (2) 5 slugs (3) 2 10 
slugs (4) 5 (5) 5 Kg. 
The correct expression for momentum is: 
(1) (2) ~v 2 (3) 
IIJ.;L m2 
(4) mv (5) 
qq . 
ma k-2 . 2 
r r 
Mass is: ' 
(1) The weight of an object; (2) The weight of an object divided by 
its volume; (3) That property which may be measured by exerting a 
known force on an object, measuring its acceleration, and taking a 
ratio of these two; {4) Dependent upon an object's position in the 
universe;. (5) Dependent on an object's composition? 
This graph is to be used in the ne;ict three problems (11, 12, 13) 
1) 0 i ' 
f {} S:) t::.i t::.71, 
( /:nthe>s) 
. ·' 
~2 /;·n e ( fe c) 
This is a graph of- the position of a body at various times as it 




(1) 1 sec. (2) 2 sec. (3) 3 sec. (4) 4 sec. (5) 5 sec. 
12. At what time is the speed of the object zero? 
(1) 1 sec. (2) 2 sec. (3) 3 sec., ( 4) 4 sec. (5) 5 sec. 
13, What ·is the object's approximate speed at t = 2 sec? .. 
(1) 1 in/sec. (2) 5 in/sec. (3) 10 (4) · 30 in/sec. (5) 60 
14. Gravity is the force exerted between an. objec·t and the earth, As 
an object moves toward the earth from outer space. its weight (the· 
attraction between the earth and the object) increases. The ob-
ject's mass will: (1) decrease, (2) increase; {3) remain the same, 
(4) this has no relevance to gravitational experiments, (5X be 
changed to energy. 
15. Planet. X is more massive ;md of smaller radius than the earth. 
Will yoUl;:· weight on "X" be: (1) greater, (2) less, (3) same since 
your mass does not change, (4) not discussable since .it is a dif-
ferent planet, (5) exactly doubled. 
16. The Bernoulli effect has to. do with: (1) pressure of light on the 
earth's. surface, (2) weight of fluids, (3) pressure in moving 
fluids, (4) pressure in a high temperature gas. (5) the secondary 
school·at Bernoulli, Oklahoma; 
17, A sled is traveling in a straight line at constant apeed on a 
frictionless surface. Which is the correct statement'about the 
forces acting on the sled: 
(1) There are no forces, (2) There is a force in the direction of . 
motion keeping it moving, (3) There is no way of making judgement 
on the forces, (4) The sum of the forces must be zero, (5) There 
must be a force to counteract friction. 
18. If density is defined as mass per unit volUllle (D = m) what is the 
v 
volume of an object whose mass is 50 gm and whose density is 100 
3 . 2 3 3 
gm/cm : (1) soon, (2) 5000 gm /cm , (3) 0.5 cm , (4) 0.5, (5) 2 
3 cm. 
19. Which is the correct expression for gravitational potential energy: 
(1) mgh, (2) 1 2 ~v' (3) mv, (4) (5) 
20, What would be the approximate gravitational potential energy of an 
object whose mass is 5 kg and whose height about the earth 10 m: 
(1) 20 joules, (2) 5 joules,, or 50 joules, (4) 500 joules, 
(5) 1 joule. 
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21. You cquld change the period of a pendulum by: 
(1) pushing it harder, (2) changing its length, (3) changing its 
mass, (4) changing the kind of support used, (5) none of thesie 
methods. 
22. If a 50 kg skier traveling 20 m/s qpproaches a slope, and if,we 
neglect friction, how high will he rise?, 
(1) 1 m, (2) 10 111, (3) 20 m, 
(4) 40 m, (5) 100 m 
23. If a 150 lb man approaches a slope traveling 8 ft/sec, again ne-:-
glect;ing friction, how high will he rise: 
(1) 1 ft, (2) 5 ft, (3) 10 ft, (4) 50 ft,, (5) 100 ft. 
24. As an object falls freely near the surface of the earth its total 
energy: (1) increases as it gains speed, -(2) decreases with -neight, 
(3) increases due to air resistance, (4) does not enter into ,r, ', , 




Two small metallic bodies (A & :a) 
are brought near, but not ,,touch-
ing, a large positively charged 
object (C)., A ,and B are allowed 
to 'touch each other while in the 
position shown, they are then 
separated and rernoved .. from the 
0cvicini ty: of C ~ Upon examination 
with an electroscope, B will be 
found to be: 
(1) uncharged, (2) positively charged, (3) negatively charged, (4) 
can not tell since they did not touch C. 
(-2)~-~, 
;~'"'-,~· 
Consider a region of uniform mag':" 
netic field perp-endicular to and 
directed out of the plane of.the 
page. A proton(+) is traveling 
to the right as shown; It will 
experience a force: · (1) perpen-- ·· 
dicular to the plane of the paper 
and toward the reader, (2) per-
pendicular to the plane of the 
paper and away from the reader, 
(3) in the plane of the paper and 
downward, (4) no force at all. 
27. 
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Consider two magnets oriented as 
shown. What will be the nature of 
the force between .. them: (1) attrac-
tive~ (2) repulsive~ (3) none, (4) 
neutralized by having like poles 
together. 
28. The two magnets above are pushed together so that their north poles 
touch. According to the theory of relativity 1;..he total mass of the 
system wili: (1) increase, (2) decrease, (3) r.emain the same, (4) 
is not influenced by position of the two poles. · 
29. A device for storing electr:ical charge is: (1) a battery, (2) a 
generator, (3) an electrolyte, (4) a capacito:t;", (5) a resistor. 
30. Light! is believed to be:. (1) a particle, (2) a wave, (3) both 
particle and wave, (4) neither, (5) ei,ther a particle or a wave 
depending upon the experiment. 
APPENDIX D 
EDUCATIONAL SET SCALE 
We have selected several courses in which large numbers of 
students tend to enroll. For each course we have listed a variety of 
topics cover~d, items of information presented, and ta111ks to be 
accomplished, 
Assume that you are enrolled in these courses and therefore 
are required to learn about each of the topics listed on the following 
pages. 
. 
The topics are listed in groups of three. Decide which one of 
the three topics in each group would interest you moat and which one 
would interest you least. Rank the topics in each set of three indicatin& 
the extent to which each one interests you by auigning 
I. to the topic that interests you MOST 
Z. to the topic in which you have an intermediate intereet 
3. to the topic that interests you LEAST 
You may not omit a rank for any topic or auign the same rank 
to two topics within a set, Although it may sometimes be difficult for 
you to make a decision, it is imperative that you do so by &Hignins 




Anume you are enrolled in a GEOGRAPHY Answer Sheet 
courae and must learn about the following: 
l z 3 4 
41. II • II II A, Items 41 - 43 
1 2 3 4 
41. The causes of earthquakea, 42. I II II II 
42, The names of the world's major ocean•. 
43. The distinction between anthracite and l 2 3 4 
bituminous coal. 43. II II I II II II I! 
1 z 3 4 
B, Items 44 - 46 44. II II I II II !I I! 
44. The length of the Panama Canal, l 2 3 4 
45. The influence of terrain upon farming 45. I II II II II II II 
procedures. 
46. . The location of major United States 1 z 3 4 
timber resources, 46. II I ,·, II II II II 
Thia person has marked his answer sheet for two sets of topic•. 
He has indicated that, of the three topics in Set A, he is moat interested 
in 42 ("names of the world's major oceane"); least int;;;.;ted ln 43 
("distinction between anthracite and bituminOUS Coal II) t and has an 
intermediate interest in 41 ("cau•es of earthquake•"). Of the three 
topics in Set B, he is moat interested in 45, least intere•ted in 44, 
and has an intermediate interest in 46. 
Note: Although the answer sheet has 5 answer positions, you 
are to u""iec>nly positions I, Z, and 3 to rank the three topics in each 
•et. 
Remember also that you mu"t rank every topic in the set and 



















l - MOST interest in this topic 
l - Intermediate interest in this topic 
3 - LEAST interest in this topic 
************************************************ 
Assume you are enrolled in a GEOGRAPHY course and mus't learn about the 
following: 
A, Items 1 - 3 
1. The factors responsible for westward population migration in the U, S. 
Z, The names of the capi.tals of the European countries, 
3, The names and locaL rms of the 10 largest rivers in the world, 
B, Items 4 - 6 
4. The average annual per capita consumption of petroleum product• in the U. S~ 
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S, The definitions of loess, mesas, drumlins, lithosphere, playa•, and bio•pbere. 
6. Requisites for artesian well systems. 
C, Items 7 - 9 
7, How artesian wells are formed, 
8. Forecasts about the weather to be expected in New York City during the 
next 48 hours from examination of a weather map. 
9, The chemical composition of lava, 
D, Items 10 - lZ 
10, The meaning of "cold, 11 "warm, 11 "occluded, 11 and "cyclonic" fronts, 
11, The five major world producers (in order of importance) of iron, lead, 
zinc, and copper. 
lZ, The role of seaports in national economy. 
E, Items 13 ~ 15 
13. The factors considered by geologists in attempting to locate oil deposit•, 
14. Statistics on the average family size for each socioeconomic •ubgroup, 
15, Population shifts in the United States during the past SO yean, 
F, Items 16 - 18 
16, The names of the world's major glacial areas. 
17. The influence of t~rrain upon agricultural crops,,; 
18. The route taken by the St, Lawrence Seaway. · 
.(Qo Right On To The Next Page) 
KEY: 
1 - MOST interest in this topic 
Z - Intermediate interest in this topic 
3 - LEAST interest in this topic 
**********************************~*************** 
Assume you are enrolled in a SOCIA.L SCIENCE cour,e and must learn 
about the following: 
. A, Items 19 - Zl 
19, Environment a, a partial determinant of mental illne••· 
zo. The relationship between I, Q, and scholastic ,uccess in a college or 
university, 
21. Average age• at which children first begin to creep, walk, identify 
color,, etc, 
B, Items ZZ - Z4 
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Z2. The difference between a p,ychiatrht, a psychologi,t, and a p•ychoanalyat. 
23. The percentage of youngsters apprehended as juvenile delinquents who 
subsequently are apprehended by the law for committing a major crime, 
24. The role of psychological testing in vocatio~al guidance, 
C. Items ZS - 2.7 
25. The proportion of United States residents now over age 65, 
Z6. The effects of caffeine upon muscular coordination. 
Z7, The meaning of 11percentile 11 in interpreting teat results, 
D, Items Z8 - 30 
ZS. The primary symptoms differeptiating psychotic (insane) behavior from 
neurotic behavior, 
Z9, The specific human capabilities known to deteriorate after about age 60. 
30. The average incomes of various classifications of workers in the U. S, 
(e.g. , unskilled, semi.skilled, technical, professional, etc.) 
E, Items 31 - 33 
31. The percentage of family income that ought to be budgeted for rent, food, 
clothing, recreation, etc. 
32. What it is that the psychoanalyst attempts to do. 
33. The current divorce rate in the United States. 
(Go Right On. To The Next Page) 
KEY: 
- MOST inte re et in, ,this topic 
Z - Intermediate:intereet in this. topi~ 
3 - LEAST interest! in thia topic . 
***********************************"'************** 
Assume you are enrolled in a B__USINESS & ECONOMiCS course and must 
learn about the fol.lowi~·g:.· · 
A: .-'Items 34 -·36 
34, The functions of the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
35. Factors operating to diminish the size of the U, S. gold reserve.' 
36. Why an "easy money" policy may be unsound public policy, 
B, Items 37 - 39 
37. The names of the components of the "Gross National Product," 
38, The meaning of an "odd lot" in stock purchases. 
39, The purpose underlying agricultural price supports. 
C. Items 40 - 4Z 
40, Major events in the growth of U. S, labor unions. 
41, The names of the nations constituting the "common market, 11 
4Z, Factors ·underlying a decision to invest vs. a decision to save, 
D. Items 43 - 45 
43. The name of an inflationary potential in the economy which h artificially 
kept from registering itself in prices. 
44, The relationship between disposable incomes and total expenditures for 
consumer goods, · 
45, The ways in which Federal Reserve monetary policy attempts to accomplish 
its goals. 
E, Iteme 46 - 48 
46. How to read entries in the stock market page of a newspaper, 
47. The present established worth of an ounce of gold, 
48. What is meant by a "holding company, 11 
(Go Right On To The Next. Page) 
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KEY: 
1 - MOST interest in this topic 
Z. • Intermediate interest in this topic 
3 - LEAST interest in this topic 
****************************************••········ 
Aasume you a.re enrolled in a. GOVERNMENT course and muat leari. about 
the following: 
A. Items 49 - 51 
49. The uses of international law in government, 
SO. The steps involved in amending the United States Constitution. 
51. The functions of. the Federal Communications Commiasion (FCC), 
B. Items 5Z - 54 
5Z, The causes of the Cuban crisis. 
53, The reasons for official U, S, opposition to recognizing Red China. 
54. Comparative armed strength of the U.S. and Russia. 
C. Items 55 - 57 
55. Pros and cons of alternative solutions to U. S, housing problems. 
56. Consequences of technological unification of the world. 
57. A s~tement of the Marxist theory of history. 
D, Items 58 - 60 
58. The functions of the Central Intelligence .Agency. 
59. The estimated annual cost to the U. S, of the "cold war. 11 
60. The pressures operating to produce European unity and disunity. 
E, Items 61 - 63 
61. Differences in the social and economic characteristics of midwestern 
republ.icans and democrats. 
6Z, The limits of authority of a Justice of the Peace, 
63. The names and dates of office of the U, S. presidents, 
F. Items 64 - 66 
64. The ways in which ~tates are admitted to the Western State System. 
65, The meaning of government to John Locke, 
66. The name of the international organization conducting surveys of the 
world food situation. 
(Go Right On To The Next Page) 
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KEY: 
l - MOST interest in this topic 
l - Intermediate interest in this topic 
3 - LEAST interest in this topic . : . . . 
************************************************** 
Auume you are enrolled in a NATURAL SCIENCE course and muat learn 
about the following: 
A. Items 67 - 69 
67. The explanation for the fact that it is sometimes difficu.lt to recognize 
voices on the telephone. 
68. The distances from earth to the other planets in our galaxy. 
69. The critical velocity required to escape the earth's gravitational pull, 
B, Items 70 - 7Z 
70. The names o! the elements included within the "_halide 11 group, 
71, Statement of Newton's third law of motion, 
11.. The significance of a pH of 6. 
C. Items 73 - 75 
73, Formula for converting centigrade temperature readings to fahrenheit 
readings. 
74, The difference in chemic:"al structure between HzO (water) and HzOz 
(hydrogen peroxide), 
75, The distinction between 11anode 11 and "cathode. 11 
D. Items 76 - 78 
76. Chemical factors associated with transmitting neural impulses, 
77, Why thrust is generated by a jet engine, 
78, The chemical structure of penicillin, 
E, Items 79 - 81 
19, The relative conductivity of certain substances (e
0
, g,, iron, copper,· 
zinc, wood), 
80. The meaning of "specific gravity, 11 
81. The effect of increased pressure upon the boiling point of a liquid, 
(Go Right On To The Next Page) 
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KEY:, 
l - MOST interest in this topic 
2 - Intermediate interest in this topic 
3 - LEAST interest in this topic 
***************************'I<********************** 
.A.ssume you are enroiled in.an ENGLISH course and must learn about or do 
the ton~wi~g: . 
A. Items 82 - 84 
8Z. Write a report on the novel entitled 1984. 
83, · 'l'he names'. of Shakespeare's comedi;;,-
.84 •.. The reaeon.,why ,He.dd~.,Gabler (in Ibsen's Hedda Gabler ) kills herself, 
85. 
86. 
B. Items 85 - 87 
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Th~ ~ame!I, of lQ contemporary authors and their most important works. 
'Wriie-·a biographical sketch based upon library research of any author 
(no longer living) of your choice • 
. The. effect~'-of 'i 9th'~-e~tury American history upon the American meratur~ 
,of,t~. period, ' 
C. Items 88 - 90 
88, The elements in a play that lead to its classification as a "tragedy. 11 
89, The correct spelling for the word meani~g 11to pay11 (i. e, , is it 
11renumerate" or "remunerate"), 
90: Write a theme about the most interesting person you have ever met, 
D, Items 91 - 93 
91, The dates and major works of well-known poets like Whitman, 
Longfellow, Wordsworth, etc, 
9Z, The role of th.e playwright in contemporary society. 
93, The structure (i, e., number of lines, rhyming schemes, etc.) of sonnets, 
APPENDIX E 
ATTITUDE MEASURE 
Please check the following as quickly and as candidly as possible, Responses will riot be 
considered until after final grades are determined, 
Class: (Circle One) Freshman Sophomore Jup.ior 
Male Female 
College: Agriculture 
Had the course not ·been required, I would have 
signed up anyway. 
I would recollllilend this course to friends as a 
general education requirement. 
In comparison with other general studies re-
quirements,physics is much more difficult. 
Homework was of no relevance to the course. 
I expect that.the study of physics will help 
me in other courses later in my career, 
I came into the course expecting little, and 
was not disappointed. 
Even though I am reluctant to admit it, the 
course has been interesting. 
This course could be understood only by the 
brightest student, 
I have seen no value in this subject, 
I believe that more than 60% of the students 
disliked the subject. 
If this course were not required, there would 
be no enrollment. 
I believe this course would benefit all 
college stud~nts. 
Ignoring ·.my own scores, I believe the 
testing. program .was fair. 
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This course involved more rote memorization 
than thinking. 
A good knowledge of mathemati<:s was needed to 
follow most of the physics taught, 
It was obvious that well prepared science 
students were in the mind of the persons 
designing this course. 
Doing my homework helped greatly in my under-
standing the material. 
This was a good textbook. 
More questions and problems should have been 
assigned and discussed. 
Critical thinking was encouraged in the 
classroom. 
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3 2 1 
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3 2 1 
3 2 1 
APPEND;LX F 
HANDOUT SAMPL~ QUEStIONS 
"Arts and Science and N1;wton' s Laws" 
1. '!dentify trw reaction forces to 
the action forces listed, 
a. Umprella's force on ihe air 
moleciµ,les. 
q. The-umbrella's force upward 
on Pooh. 
e. Pooh's weight. 
2, If Pooh is fall.ing at a constant_ 
speeq,, what'oan be said of tli~ 
forces on J;looh? Idep.ti:l;y the 
forces ·£!!.- Pooh. 
~. :i:s Pooh's moment1,1IO. changing as he gets clos!:!.r to the earth? 
4. ;I:f Pooh's velocity ;i.s 5 mis dc,wnwarq, and his maE!s is • 2 k:Ulogram, 
what is his momentum? 
.5. This is a physics style rol;I.erooaster 
vehicle is allowed -to stai;-t from rest 
initial E1peed). Its Jlla.ss is 100 kg, 
is given'on.the diagram.. 
(frictionless of course) , The 
on a sl:i.ght incline (no 
rts height at various ppints 
(a) What is its initial energy? Show how gotten.-
106 
(b) What is its energy at pqint A? E~plain care~ully. 
Cc) I claim that its energy at point Bis ~ero. What am I re~ 
ferri,ng to? 
(d) What will be the object's speed at D? 
(e) What influence wou,ld friction have LI; it were present? 
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6. Two objects approach one another as shown, If upon collision they 
stick tqgether, what will be the velocity of the objects? 
V~/oM, V"~$~ 
jtok# l~J?~ kf J ~ 
7, 
I {Jo h1/s S ln/J . . 
EtJ~l5" k' I Two opjects approach one a:nother as shown. After collision, which way will they travel if they stick to-
gether? Why? 
8. How do we know thq.t energy cap. be transferred friom one object tq 
another by the prqcess pf work? ~xplain in detail, 
9. Do the earth and moon have more or leE;s energy at present than they 
would have if the moon were l,.ying on the sur:faqe of the earth but 
things were otherwise the same? Explain careJully. 
10, Would it be possible to throw a snowball against a wall at suc;h 
speed that it would entirely melt on impact? E~plain in good 
"physics" form~ 
11, vfhen a g1.lI\ i 9 fired, the momentum of t;he gun ap.d bullet are approxi.,. 
mately equal in magnitude. Why, then, is it not just as q.angerous 
to be hit·by the gun as the bullet? 
12. Explain briefly what must be done to give an object a charge, 
13, What is a coulomb? 
14. What is an electric current? 
APPENDIX G 
PRE-TEST, POST-TEST, ESS SCORES 
SCORES LD GROUP 
Student Educational 
Number Pre-Test Post-Test Set S<rale 
01 09 19 +31 
02 11 16 -01 
03 15 22 +21 
04 13 20 +20 
05 11 20 +22· 
06 08 18 +14 
07 13 20 +15 
08 08 17 +08 
09 09 17 +12 
10 14 23 +12 
11 12 16 -06 
12 10 18 +08 
1.3 09 15 -05 
14 09 20 +34 
15 09 11 +10 
16 06 17 +15 
17 12 22 +18 
18 06 24 +12 
19 10 21 +00 
20 07 19 +03 
21 08 23 +27 
22 13 16 +10 
23 11 33 +13 
24 05 15 +06 
25 09 19 +17 
26 09 17 +06 
27 08 18 +06 
28 11 14 +09 
29 06 20 +02 
30 07 13 -02 
31 12 15 +00 
32 05 19 +05 
33 13 20 +04 
34 11 18 +11 
35 10 17 +21 
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APPENDIX G (Continued) 
Student Educational 
Number Pre...;Test Post-Test· Set Sca:Le 
36 17 19 -03 
37 11 19 +03 
38 · 09 13 +08 
39 14 22 +41 
40 09 15 -14 
41 06 22 +08 
42 13 19 +07 
43 08 19 +16 
44 14 17 ... 04 
45 09 13 +04 
46 10 22 +10 
47 09 16 +12 
48 12 21 +03 
49 14 14 +13 
50 05 12 -04 
51 05 12 +04 
52 14 21 +13 
53 18 20 +12 
54 06 15 +10 
55 12 21 +12 
56 05 15 -09 
57 07 21 -03 
58 12 20 -04 
59 14 18 +16 
60 15 27 -08 
61 13 18 -12 
62 08 17 · +1;3 
63 06 11 -07 
64 08 12 -03 
65 11 19 +09 
66 07 25 -10 
67 08 19 +22 
68 13 18 -10 
69 11 19 +13 
70 09 17 +12 
71 12 17 +04 
72 08 19 +17 
73 LI, 24 +23 
74 10 16 +12 
75 10 14 +11 
76 11 15 +16 
77 11 20 +11 
78 13 16 +15 
79 08 15 +01 
80 10 16 +13 
81 06 19 +21 
82 12 15 -09 
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APPENDIX G (Continued) 
Student Educat:i,.onal 
Number Pre-Test Post-Test Set Scale 
83 06 13 -11 
84 11 19 +07 
85 13 16 +01 
86 10 18 +29 
87 08 15 +J9 
88 09 13 +14 
89 18 17 · +26 
90 10 15 -l,4 
91 12 17 ... 01 
92 08 17 +02_ 
93 07 14 +07 
94 11 17 +06 
95 13 26 +02 
96 10 20 ... 06 
97 17 18 +29 
98 10 16 +08 
99 18 26 +19 
100 09 2l +34 
lOl 13 20 +05 
102 18 25 +22 
103 0.4 l6 -11 
104 15 22 +l.2 
105 07 21 +15 
106 10 19 +16 
107 12 21 +01 
108 12 18 +20 
109 06 09 -01 
110 04 13 +05 
111 09 16 +17 
llZ 15 17 -13 
113 09 15 +11 
114 10 18 +30 
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APPENDIX G (Continued) 
SCORES PDI GROUP 
Stuc;lent Educational 
Number Pre-Test,· Post ... Test Set·Scale 
1 17 20 +17· 
2 09 20 +00 
3 16 25 +15 
4, 09 21 +35 
5 08 19 +14. 
6 08 20 +10 
7 10 19 +05. 
8 12 17 +13. 
9 12 21 +11 
10 07 18 +05 
11 10 20 +19 
12 13 18 -05 
13 14 20 +21 
14 13 29 +01 
15 18 22 +22 
J,.6 12 22 -08 
17 08 20 -07 
18 13 15 +29 
19 15 24 +14 
20 12 21 +10 
21 11 20 -05 
22. 13 18 +13 
23 11 19 +l.9 
24 12 20 +06 
25 07 15 +10 
26 12 25 +27 
27 12 17 +04 
28 09 14 +06 
29 12 21 +18 
30 10 18 +16 
31 14 23 +19 
32 14 12 +07 
33 15 23 +22 
34 13 19 +28 
35 09 18 +15 
36 1,3 26 +25 
37 11 20 -04 
38 11 21 -01 
39 14 20 +17 
40 16 18 +12 
41 11 21 +21 
l.12 
APPENDIX G (Continued) 
Student Educationa3,. 
Number :Pre-Test· Post-Test Set·Scale 
42 14 19 +09 
43 12 18 +15 
44 16 23 +12· 
45 04 19 +00 
46 13 20 -01 
47 13 22 .;..03 
48 12 18 +09 
49 15 19 -01 
50 14 17 +04. 
51 10 21 -04 
52 12 15 +10 
53 11 16 +06 
54 14 18 +ol. 
55 11 15 +03 
56 14 18 -07 
57 10 15 +ll. 
58 07 16. +06 
59 09 20 ... Q6 
60 09 18 +10 
61 12 22 +23 
62 11 19 +02 
63 10 14 +05 
64 10. 15 +07 
65 08 12 +02 
66 08 17 +04 
67 08 12 +07 
68 09 09 -os 
69 16 24 +04 
70 16 16 +14 
71 08 16 +06 
72 11 21 +09 
73 ,10 24 +17 
74 10 14 +07 
75 09 20 +20 
76 12 21 +07 
77 11 18 +11. 
78 11 13 +17 
79 07 16 +ll 
80 15 18. +16 
81 16 21 +32 
82 13. 26 +11 
83 14 22 +24 
84 10 14 +03 
85 09 19 +14' 
86 10 18 +06 
87 1,5 22 +12 
88 12 18 +08 
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APPENDIX G (Continued) 
Student Edt1cational 
Number Pre.,...Test Post"'.'"Test Set, Seate 
89 14 i1 ' -.08 
90 16 23 .C.:~()7 
91 14 18 +02 
92 15 22 +17 
93 10 16 -14 
APPENDIX. H 
ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE SCORES 
LD GROUP 
Student ,l Number a b Score 
1 2. 2 2 90 
2 1 0 2 82 
3 2 1 4 75 
4 2 0 4 57 
5 1, 0 2 88 
6 2 l 1 76 
7 2 0 1 59 
8 2 0 1 64 
9 2 1 1 94 
1,0 3 1 l 76 
11 3 0 1 72 
12 4 1 1 62 
13 1 2 3 88 
14 3 1 1 86 
1,5 1 2 2 84 
16 1 2 3 68 
17 3 1 1 89 
18 4 0 4 60 
19 2 2 3 68 
20 1 1 1 88 
21 3 0 1 91 
22 2 1 1 81 
23 1 1 2 87 
24 2 1 1 91 
25 1 1 2 85 
26 4 0 1 83 
27 1 1 1 96 
28 2 1 1 89 
29 1 0 2 88 
30 3 l. 1 70 
31 3 1 1 77 
n 3 0 2 45 
33 3 1 1 80 
34 4 0 1 66 
35 2 1 1 94 
114 
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APPENDIX H (Continued) 
Student 
ct Number a b Score 
36 2 1 2 89 
37 3 0 2 46 
38 3 .. 1 1 60 
39 4 0 3 66 
40 2 0 1 77 
41 4 l 1 82 
42 4 1 1 79 
43 3 2 2 60 
44 3 2 2 84 
45 2 0 1 90 
46 · 2 2 2 89 
47 4 2 3 56 
48 3 1 1 61 
49 1 1- 1 69 
50 3 0 2 82 
51 4 2 2 71 
52 l 1 1 62 
53 3 1 1 78 
54 2 2 2 66 
55 3 1 1 76 
56 3 0 2 84 
57 3 1 1 82 
58 3 2 2 71 
59 2 1 2 74 
60 2 2 2 98 
61 2 1 2 83 
62 3 0 1 52 
63 2 0 1 55 
64 1 0 1 84 
65 2 2 4 77 
66 4 1 1 79 
67 2 0 1 79 
68 3 0 1 82 
69 4 0 2 41 
70 2 1 1 75 
71 1 0 0 80 
72 1 1 4 82 
73 2 1 1 68 
74 2 1 2 80 
75 2 2 2 83 
76 3 1 1 90 
77 1 1 2 75 
78 1 2 2 76 
79 3 2 1 58 
80 4 1 4 67 
81 2 0 2 72 
APPENDJ;:X H (Contfnued) 
Student 
cl Number a b Seq re 
82 2 0 . ~·- 3 87 
83 l 0 2 85 
84 4 0 2 47 
85 1 0 1 86 
86 2 2 2 54 
87 3 0 2 56 
88 l 2 2 59 
89 4 0 1 77 
90 3 2 2 77 
91 1 1 1 75 
92 4 q 1 93 
93 2 1 :I. 76 
94 2 2 2 67 
95 4 1 1 75 
96 1 1 2 84 
97 3 1 l . 94 
98 3 2 2 83 
99 4 1 4 a2 
100 1 2 2 97 
101 0 0 0 87 
J,02 3 1 1 82 
l03 2 0 2 85 
104 3 l. 2 65 
105 2 0 2 95 
106 1 1 1 75 
107 2 1 1 55 
108 3 1 l 71 
;1.09 4 1 1 45 
110 2 2 2 71 
111 3 0 1 61 
112 3 2 2 81 
113 4 0 2 79 
114 4 1 1 82 
115 3 l 1 66 
116 1 l 1 93 
117 4 1 1 78 
118 2 1 2 43 
119 3 0 2 69 
iCoJ.umn a, b, c: ind;l,cE;Lte: 
a. Class (1) Freshman, (2) Sophomo:i:-e, (3) Junior, (4) Sen;i.or, 
(S) Graduate, 
b. Sex (1) male, (2) female· 
c. College (1) AgriculturE:!, (2) Arts and Sciences, Cn Other 













































APPENOIX H (Continued) 
ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE SCORES 
PDI GROUP 























































































A.PPE~IX H (Conttnu~d) 
St\ldent 
~umber a b cl Score . 
43 2 1 1 89 
44 1 1 2 83 
45 2 1. 2 92 
46 3 0 2 91, 
47 2 2 2 · 89 
48 1 l 4 83 
49 3 2 2 82 
50 2 ;I. 1 90 
5:1,, 3 0 1 53 
52 2 l 2 83 
53 3 0 2 75 
54 3 1 2 92 
55 3 1 1 59 
56 3 0 ;L 81 
57 2 2 2 87 
58 2 l 2 90 
59 l 2 3 94 
60 2 2 2 91 
61 2 l 1 83 
62 3 2 3 96 
63 ~ 1 2 93 
64 3 2 2 80 
65 l 1 2 89 
66 2 0 2 58 
67 1 2 2 96 
68 1 1 2 90 
69 3 0 1 94 
70 3 1 1 84 
7l 3 1 1 80 
72 4 2 3 89 
73 3 1 1 101 
74 3 0 2 73 
75 2 1 2 77 
76 1 1 2 78 
77 1 l 1 94 
78 2 0 2 89 
79 2 2 2 82 
80 2 1 1 64 
81 1 1 1 72 
82 2 0 2 84 
83 1 1 2 79 
84 1 l 4 97 
85 2 2 2 90 
86 2 l 2 93 
87 3 0 1 85 
88 2 2 2 74 
89 2 2 3 91 
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APPENDIX H (Continued) 
Student 
1 N~qe:r a b c Score 
90 3 2 2 77 
91 2 0 4 76 
92 l 1 2 72 
93 4 0 l 6,5 
1col~mn a, b, c indi~ate~ 
a. Class (1) li':reshlµan, (2) Sophomore, (3) Junior, (4) Senior, 
(5) Graduate, 
b, Sex (1) 111ale, (2) temale 
c. Colle~e (:I,.) Agriculture, (2) Arts and Sciences, (3) 0th.er 
[Bus:i,ness, Edµcati,cm, Home Economics]. 
APPENDIX I 
COVARIANCE ANALYSIS TABLES 
COMPAR'.tSON OF Ll)VS !.'DI ADJUSTED M;EAN POST-TEST ~COR~S 
'J 
Analish of · Covarianc;:e · 
Degree.s of Sum of Mean F 
Sour cl;!. Freedom Square.a . Square Ratio• 
Difference 1 5.34 5.32 0,50 
E;rror 203 215l, 14 10.60 
* ·· Difference for. testing adjusteli t:t;eatment means. 
~0.05(1,200) = 3.~9 
Null hypotheses, No difference among treatment means after ad.-
jus~ing with c;:qvariates 
Accepted. 
ADJUSTED MEANS AND SIANDAR.D ERRORS 
Treatment. Adjusted 
Group Mean Mean · SE Adj u~ ted 
LD 18, oi. 18,31 o. 3:J. 
PDI 19.00 18~64. . 0,34 
120 
121 
TABLE OF CO;ri:FFIC:CENTS, STANDARD ERRORS AND COMFUTED l'-VALUES 
Error Within 
Standard t 
Covariate Coef:l:icien4 E:i:iror Value 
PRE-T 0.43 0.08 5 • .5 7 
ESS 0.06 0.02 2.80 
Treatment & E;rror (Total) 
'· . ., 
Standard t 
Covariate Coefficient Error Valµe 
P:RE-T 0.44 o.oa 5.90 




COMPARISON OF LP VS PDI ADJUSTED M~ POST ... TEST 
SCORES WHEN DIVIDED 13Y COLLEGE 
Analxsi.s of Covariance. 
Degrees Qf S1.1t11 of· Mean 
FreedoP.1 Squares Square 
5 183,10 36.17 
199 1973.37 9,92 
* Di;fference fol;' testing adj\,ie;t$d treatment meane 





There is a statistic;;1lly sigll,:i,ficant difference between t;:he adjustec,l · 
post~test mean scares when the two groups are separated by college, 
Reject ll; There is no difference in means. A mare careful look 
0 
at the adjui;;ted mean scores was requ;ired:':to answer hypotheses 2 of is 
study, . 
TABLE OF ADJUS'J;ED MEANS AND STANDARD ~~ORS 
Treatment .. Adjusted 
Group College Mean .. Mean SE Adjusted 
LD Agriculture 17.48 17,84 0.42 
Arts & Sciences 18,41 18,63 0.47 
* 19,44 Other 19,30 1.09 
PDI Agriculture 16,35 16,73 0,66 
Arts & Sciences 19,67 · 18,89 0,45 
Other 20,56 20,63 0,79 
* · Other includes Business, Education, Hotn.e Economics 
A comparison of adjusted means l;>y t test reveals a signifi,cant .dif,.. 
ference (0.05 level of confidence) in the adjusted mean sco'J;'es of.the 
PDI Agriculture Group compared w;Lth the Arts and.Sciences Group, There 
is significant difference (0,1 level of confidence) :i,n a comparison of· 
PDJ: Arts and Sciences with :PDI Others. For this study, whi~h compares 
the L.O and PDI G:r0l,1ps the H, 2 I!Just still be accepted, 
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TA6LE OF COEfF:I;CIENTS, STANDARD ERRORS AND COMPUTEP T-VALUES 
Error Wi.thin 
St?ndard t 
Covarit:e Coefficient Error Valµe 
PRE-T 0.41 · o.oa 5.44 
ESS 0.05 0.02 2 ~3·9 
Treatment: & Error (Total) 
Standard· t 
Cova;it:e Coefficient· Error Value 
PRE..,T 0,44 0.01 5.90 





COMPARISON OF LD VS PDI ADJUSTED MEAN PQST-
TEST SCORES WHEN PIVIDED BY QLASS 
Anal.xs;i.s of Covariance· 
Degrees of Su'!ll of Mean 
Freedom Squares .Sqt,.are 
7 158. 64 22.66 
197 1997~ 83 10.14 
'Dif~erence.for testing adjusted treatment means. 





Th,ere is a significal').t difference in adjusted meap scores when the 




Reject H: There is no difference in adjusted mealll scores. 
. 0 
TABLE OF ADJUSTED MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS 
Treatment' Adjusted· 
Class Mean, Mean SE Adjusted 
Freshman 18.56 18,19 0.61 
Sophomore. 19.03 J,.9 .58 · o.ss. 
Junior· 16.84 17.39 0.53 
Senior· 17 .• 60 · 17~91 0.83 
Freshman 19.86 19,43 0.68 
Sophomore 19.08 18.88 0.52 
Junior 18.08 17 ~35 Q.63 
Senio:i:- 19.28 19.44 l..21 
Careful t co~pavi,son of.adjusted means betwet,:?n LD and PDI Group(3 
reveals no significant differences and H~3 must qe acceptec;l. 
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TA;BLE OF CO~FFICiENTS, STANDARD ERRORS AND COM.l:'UTED T-VALUES 
Error Within· 
Standard t 
Covariate Coeffici~nt: Error Value 
PRE-T 0.45 0.08 5.83 
ESS 0.06 0.02 2.88 
. '.l'.'reatment & Error (Total) 
Standard t 
Covariate Coefficient Error Value 
PRE-T Q.44 0.07 5,90 






COMPARISON OF LD VS PDI ADJUSTED MEAN POS';t'-TEST 
SCOR;E:SWHENDIVIDED BY HlG~ SCHOQL SCIENCE 
AND MA'J;'HEMATICS COURSE BACKGROUND 
Anali:sis of Covariance 
Deg;rees of Sum qf Mean 
Freedom Squares Square. 
' 11 155.17 J,.4.11 
193 2001. 30 10 .37 · 







There .is no d.if~erence amo11-g ti;eatment. meana. after. adjustment . 
s:i,th covariates. 
Accept· H • 
0 
TABLE OF ADJUSTED MEANS AND STANDARD ERROR.S 
Number of Treatment Adjusted 
Grol.l.p Courses Mean, Mean 
LD 0 19.12 20.24 
+ 16.00 · 16. 93 
2 18.15 · 18 .• 76 
3 17.44 l7 ~ 74 
4 ;l,.9i19 18. 42 ·. 
5 19.90 18.94· 
PDJ; 0 17,;00 17.82 
1 ;L7 ~ 53 17.37 · 
2 18.10 18 ~ 21 · 
3 19.70 19 • .1,.4 
4 19 .92 · 19.9;1., 



















Covariate· Coeffi.cient Error Value 
PRE-T 0.40 0.09 4.60 
ESS 0.05 0~02 2,56 
Tl::'eatment & Error (Total) 
Standard t .. 
Covariate Cqeff:i.cient E:r:rc;,r Value 
PRE-T 0,44 0,07 5.90 
ES.S 0.06 0,02 2.79 
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COMPARISON OF LD VS POI ADJUSTED MEAN POST-TEST SCORES WHEN 
DIVIDED ~y COL;LEGE MATliEMATlCS AND SCU:NqE BACKGROUND 
Analisis of Covariance 
Degrees.of Sum of Mean F 
Source Freed,'om Squares Square Ratio 
. . . * 
Difference J,97 209.6.92 10.65 0,80 
Errqr 7 59,55 8.51 
* Difference for test;ing adjusted treatment ·means •. 
H
0
; Tllere· is; no significant difference amoi;1g treatment lJleans after 
adjusting with covar:l;ates, · 
A~cept; H. 0 .. 
TABLE OF ADJUS'!'ED MEANS ANO STANDARD ERRORS 
Treatment Adjusted 
Groµp r:,) ., . ·!College. Coqrses Mean Mean 
LD Chemistry 18.10. 18.62 
Algebra 18~l.4 18,56 
Chemistry ,and Algebra 17.69 17 ,77 · 
Neither Chemistry or,Algebra 18.29 18.57 
PD!- chemist;ry 19, 10 · 18.91 
Algebra 16.90 17 •. 30 
Chemistry and Algebra 18.37 18.03 · 











TABLE 0 0F CQEFFICIEN'.rS, STANDARP·ERRORS AND,COMi>UTED T ... VALUES 
Error Within 
Standard t 
Covariate Coef:lricient Error Value 
.. ... 
'.l'RE:-'l'. 0,43 0,08 5.46 
ESS 0,06.· 0,02 2,53 
Treatment & Error (Total) 
Stanqat"d t 
Covariate· Coefficient' Erro,t Value 
PB.E-T 0,44 0.07 5,90 





COMPARISON OF LP VS PD]; .IDJUSTED MEAN POST ... TEST 
SCORES.WHEN DIVIDED .BY MALES AND· FEMALES 
Degrees qf Sum of. Mean 
Freedom Squares· Square 
.. ·~"'·'····· . ,•' .• ..... 
3 75.28 25,09 
201 2081.19 10 ,35 · 
Difference for testing acijusted t~eatment mean1;1. 
-





'l'h.ere is no statistical1y significant difference in tile adjusted 
mean post .... test scc;,res of tbe LD vs PDI Group wh,en divided into mal,es anc;l 
females. 
Accept H. 6. No signif ica,nt .difference~ 
TABLE OF ADJUSTED MEANS~ STAND.MD ERRORS 
.. ,. 
Treatmep:t' Treatment Adjusted 
· .No. Mean Mean SE tdjusted 
l :'18,57 18, 74 · ~0}36'' 
2 --·16~67. 17,21 -o.58 
3 '. 1 lW, 77" 18.39', 
4 19~56 19,31 0,62 
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TABLE OF-COEFFICIENTS, STANDARD ER~ORS AND COMPUTED T-VALUES 
Error Withir,. 
Standard t 
Covariate Coefficient .. Error Vall.le 
PRE-T o.41 o.oif<) .s:24 
ESS 0. 06. " ··-u·.m 3.QO 
Treatment & Error (Total) . 
Standard .. t 
Covariate Coe:l;ficient Error Value 
PR.E-T o.44 O;,O~ 5~90 
ESS 0.06 0.02 2.·79 
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